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The technology space is giving rise to new business models that impact how we interact 
with companies, the causes we are interested in, and even our perception of how we process 
information. Within those contexts, I will be using the psychological concept of scene gist to 
explore the sustainable business model of clean beauty and investigate the technological ways 
that these companies interact with Gen Z consumers via social media. Gen Z consumers want to 
interact with companies who are socially responsible and who contribute to causes they believe 
in. The clean beauty trend is spearheading efforts to eliminate harmful ingredients, increase 
product sustainability, and help the environment. Companies in all industries use social media to 
reach out to potential customers and use a platform to tell a story about what they stand for.  
Although the usage of Instagram is prevalent, social media users may not always look 
through each individual post on a company’s page; they may only look at the overall grid. 
Because of this, companies must get their message across accurately within a short time, and the 
accuracy of this can affect how they are perceived by potential customers.  
I propose to study how clean beauty companies are perceived by Gen Z college students 
via their Instagram feeds using the perception of scene gist. This theory postulates that “with just 
a glance at a complex real-world scene, an observer can comprehend a wide variety of perceptual 
and semantic information.” In less than 100 milliseconds, we can comprehend the basic features 
of a scene, including spatial layout and other structural features. Color, shapes, textures, and 
previous knowledge, or semantic knowledge, are all used to understand a scene (Oliva 2005).  
This theory is applicable in studying advertisements and websites, which are similar 
channels to Instagram. For advertisements, this theory has revealed that advertisements featuring 
a familiar brand and are a “typical” ad have a higher accuracy of gist than advertisements who fit 
neither requirement, even at very short time exposures (Pieters, Rik, et al. 2012). For websites, 
study participants were able to distinguish between different types of websites across a variety of 
conditions changing time exposure and image clarity. This study may transfer to the perception 
of Instagram grids even if they show a small image. Users “may be able to quickly scan through 
thumbnails, provided the thumbnails were of a sufficient resolution and size to distinguish 
diagnostic elements such as pictures and headers” (Owens et al. 2019).  
I conducted two studies for my research. First, I conducted a social media audit to 
evaluate a set of beauty brands. Using the expertise I develop from the audit, I then created and 
distributed a Qualtrics survey to students at the University of Arkansas, asking them to view 
Instagram grids from a variety of companies and ask corresponding questions to gauge their 
evaluation on whether they believe the company is “clean” or not.  
 
PERCEPTION OF SCENE GIST 
What is the perception of scene gist? Simply put, it’s a psychological theory that explains 
how people can understand the overall meaning of a scene in a very short time. A scene may be a 
beach, a street, a bedroom, a classroom, or anything we encounter day-to-day. Fascinatingly, our 
brains can process a broad understanding of scenes in a matter of milliseconds. Scene gist 
includes “all levels of visual information” (Oliva 251) and includes “colors, contours…shapes, 
[and] textures” (Oliva 251). Understanding the gist of a scene helps us find our way in a cluttered 
world, where we are constantly bombarded with information. If we can gain a basic 
understanding of something we see, we can spend more time sifting through what is actually 
important in our environment. Scene gist activates semantic knowledge, which is part of our 
long-term memory that includes common knowledge and facts that are not drawn from personal 
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experience (Castelhano and Henderson 661). Our brains take what we are seeing and compare it 
to what we already know so that we can almost immediately understand what we see. In my 
research, I hope to discover how a beauty company’s Instagram feed conveys a sustainable 
image. Loosely based on the Perception of Scene Gist, if a person looks at a feed for a short time, 
does that person perceive a company as sustainable?  
Aude Oliva, as referenced previously, has helped spearhead continuing research into this 
study of perception. Her findings on scene gist have been referenced in many studies. In her 
paper “Gist of the Scene,” she explains the nature of the gist as being split into conceptual and 
perceptual gists. The conceptual nature of gist includes the activation of semantic information 
that is unconsciously brought to mind while viewing a scene or very shortly after viewing a 
scene. In essence, the conceptual nature causes knowledge and facts stored in long-term memory 
help us interpret what we see. It can be limited by a new picture or scene quickly replacing an 
image before it. For our brain to store the image we see in memory, we must have a few hundred 
milliseconds to process. The perceptual gist nature explains how we can process spatial 
frequency, colors, and textures. This helps our brains infer the structure of the scene. The 
perceptual element of scene gist uses more of the immediate information in front of us, and less 
of information stored in memory (Oliva 251-252). 
As mentioned previously, our semantic, stored knowledge aids in the processing of 
scenes. This factor contributes to why we can understand the gist of a scene so quickly. Our 
brain already has the information it needs in our memory, and it uses that prior knowledge of 
similar scenes to make a connection. Our previous knowledge helps us recognize content in the 
scene, directs us where to pay attention, and influences what we remember about what we saw 
(“Recognizing the Gist of a Scene”). Even when a small change in a scene occurs, as tested in 
change-blindness studies, people still notice if the overall scene has changed (“5 Psychology 
Studies Show How People Perceive Visual Information”). In addition to noticing small changes, 
our brain also takes the time to process whether a scene is “natural” or “man-made”. The Spatial 
Envelope Model of Scene Classification explains that we initially process scenes at the 
superordinate level. This means that as we process a scene, our brains categorize what we see as  
“natural” or “man-made” as one of the first steps in processing (“Recognizing the Gist of a 
Scene”). This processing can take place in a matter of a few hundred milliseconds. When it 
comes to natural scenes, our brains can perceive them without us consciously paying attention; 
people can be aware of natural scenes without paying attention (“5 Psychology Studies Show 
How People Perceive Visual Information”).  
 
Perception of Scene Gist in Advertising 
“Ad Gist: Ad Communication in a Single Eye Fixation” (Pieters, Rik, et al. 59-73) brings 
to light how advertising is perceived. The purpose of the study was to research if ads could 
communicate any meaning in a very short period of time, such as a simple glance. In addition, if 
an ad could convey any meaning in that time period and condition, what factors would cause an 
ad to stop communicating effectively. The researchers tested ads in two conditions: duration and 
coarseness. The duration condition influenced the amount of time an ad was shown to test the 
ideal length of time for accurate perception. The coarseness portion of the study degraded “the 
visual information in the images from normal to extremely coarse”, to test how image clarity 
affected gist. For both conditions, they compared the perceived gist of “typical” ads, and 
“atypical” ads. In the exposure study, results indicated that for typical ads, gist perception was 
the most accurate, even at the shortest exposure of 20 milliseconds. In addition, response time 
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was much quicker for typical ads. Overall, “Typicality, Brand familiarity, and Exposure duration 
improve accuracy of gist perception of the product. Accuracy is independent of exposure, 
meaning that typicality and brand familiarity result in a high gist. (Pieters, Rik, et al. 66)”.  
The duration condition indicates that ads that consumers would perceive as “typical” are 
quickly recognized, and they could easily and accurately perceive the overall message, or “gist”. 
The coarseness portion of the study found that as image quality dropped, the accuracy of product 
perception dropped significantly as well. This applied to both typical and atypical ads, although 
atypical ads required more visual details to aid in their perception. Overall, the Ad Gist study 
exemplified that “the higher the combined product and brand accuracy of an ad across degrees of 
coarseness, the better it communicates its gist under a wide range of coarse exposure conditions 
(Pieters, Rik, et al. 69)”. 
 
Color Impact in Scene Gist 
With regards to color’s effect on scene gist, many studies are highly variable and there 
are two schools of thought with how color affects gist. Firstly, color may activate long-term 
memory, associating facts about what we know about color to assess a scene. The second 
thought is that the effect of color is just masked because certain structural features are needed to 
activate scene gist and that is often enough. In other words, color would not improve the 
activation of scene gist further.  
 Another study investigated how color affects scene gist. In Castelhano and Henderson’s 
experiments, they investigated if color influenced scene gist perception, and if it did, what effect 
it had. They measured the effect on gist using the bias of the participants. Bias in this experiment 
refers to a participant vocalizing that they see an object in a scene, but the object isn’t actually 
there. They believe they see it because it highly relates to the overall scene that the researchers 
show them. The researchers tested the effect of color by comparing bias in blurred and unblurred 
pictures, some with color and some with none. When comparing bias, unblurred pictures had the 
same bias regardless of color, but blurred pictures had increased bias when color was added. 
According to the researchers, this illustrates that the effect of color occurred later after structural 
processing. The researchers also identified that with scene gist, color is directly associated with 
activation of scene gist. They discovered that if a scene is “incorrectly colored”, or contains 
colors different than what we would expect, our brains are less likely to be readily activated and 
we can misinterpret the scene. This study’s results show that color does have an influence on our 
processing of a scene, and a scene needs to be “typically colored” for us to process it correctly 
(Castelhano and Henderson 660-675). 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, The Perception of Scene Gist is a psychological theory that explains how 
we can understand a scene in an extremely short period of time. We use semantic information in 
our brain to help identify and process a scene. In addition, our interpretation can be affected by 
structure, textures, and colors. As for colors, research has shown that color does influence our 
perception of a scene, although it may be processed later. In advertising specifically, 
advertisements that contain “typical” images, are high in brand familiarity and have image clarity 






BACKGROUND OF THE MAKEUP INDUSTRY 
For many people, our first exposure to makeup may have been digging through our 
mom’s makeup bag and smearing whatever we could find on our face. Fast forward, and maybe 
it’s a memory of buying that first tube of mascara or lipstick at the drugstore. It’s putting it on for 
a night out, with maybe a little more than usual. For many women, makeup is an essential 
accessory before heading out the door, and it has a significant cultural influence on many 
worldwide.  
About 44% of women don’t leave the house without makeup on. Why? Makeup helps 
cover features we don’t like and enhance natural features. Those that wear it feel better with it on 
and feel that they can be more successful because they are deemed more attractive. Psychology 
even shows that makeup can make a person more attractive. Makeup can emphasize the color 
contrast around eyes and lips and can increase the appearance of facial symmetry (Edwards 
2020). Makeup also “makes [women] feel beautiful, it gives them confidence, it helps them be 
more empowered and makes them more attractive,” (“Why Do Women Wear Make Up?”). 
Outside of the personal impact that makeup has on many people worldwide, the makeup 
industry is comprised of hundreds of companies and billions of dollars and greatly impacts the 
global economy. Those numbers are steadily growing, and new trends are constantly emerging. 
The new profound presence of social media, influencers, blogs, and more are transforming the 
industry to be even more consumer-oriented. The beauty industry has proven that it is adaptable 
and here to stay. 
 
Industry Background and Trends 
As of 2019, the beauty industry 
was valued at $532 billion worldwide 
(Biron 2019), and by 2025, that number 
skyrockets to a predicted 758.4 billion 
US dollars (Shahbandeh 2020). In the 
US alone, the cosmetics industry was 
worth $93.5 billion in 2019 (Cvetkovska 
2020). Based on those statements alone, 
it is evident that the beauty industry has 
massive market value. The companies 
that dominate the industry are equally as 
large; L’Oréal comes in at number one 
with total sales of 23.9 billion US dollars 
in September 2019 after the third quarter 
(“Sales at 30 September 2019”). L’Oréal 
has had largest sales over several years. 
Part of its growth can be attributed to the 
fact that it markets over 500 brands.  
The beauty industry as a whole has a similar story, with seven conglomerates owning 182 
makeup brands, as illustrated by the graphic. Each brand shown on the graphic in fact has more 
brands than listed; what is shown includes skin care, hair care, makeup, and perfume. Those 
categories typically make up “beauty” products. Estee Lauder Companies owns 24 brands, 
L’Oréal 39, Unilever 38, P&G 9, Coty 33, Shiseido 30, and Johnson & Johnson owns 9 (Willet 
and Gould 2020). It is important to remember not all of the brands listed are makeup brands. 
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However, this graphic illustrates how three well known makeup brands: Estee Lauder, L’Oréal, 
and Shiseido all own many brands other than their namesake label. 
Although the conglomerates mentioned above seem to continue to dominate the industry, 
there are several notable trends occurring in the beauty industry today that are allowing smaller 
brands to flourish. The direct to consumer, or D2C trend, is taking hold of beauty and makeup, 
largely in part to social media sites like Instagram and YouTube. This method of selling cuts out 
the middleman because social media influencers are creating awareness for brands and enticing 
consumers to purchase directly from the brand. Smaller brands are able to easily connect with 
consumers.  
Today’s makeup consumer on social media, largely made up of Gen Z and the 
Millennials, are seeking higher quality brands that are more transparent. “Transparency-minded 
consumers are far more savvy about what’s going into our products: the shorter the ingredient 
list the better; vegan, non-toxic and cruelty-free products rule. While if the packaging isn’t 
recyclable, they don’t want to know, (“What the $532bn Beauty Industry Looks like in 2019)”. 
This is resulting in many consumers purchasing smaller, more sustainable brands, and veering 
away from megabrands like Estee Lauder and L’Oréal. Customers are increasingly demanding 
sustainable products as they seek transparency from brands, which has created more crackdowns 
on “greenwashing”. “Greenwashing” is when brands falsely claim that their products or natural 
or organic (“What the $532bn Beauty Industry Looks like in 2019”). Storytelling is also 
increasingly becoming important to customers, contributing to the trend for more transparency. 
Today, brands are telling customers that they don’t have to look like a celebrity, and that makeup 
is for self-expression, and should include everyone. This especially resonates with Gen Z, who 
seeks brands that are “making changes in the world, and brands that are taking a stand for what 
they believe in,” (“How Is Gen Z Shaping the Future Face of Beauty?”). 
The future growth of the beauty industry will be dependent on similar trends. According 
to Business Insider, there are four notable trends that will contribute to the industry’s continued 
growth. Firstly, traditional retailers will expand into beauty with their own private labels. This 
has already been done by H&M and Lululemon. Secondly, companies will have to use targeted 
pricing to reach new demographics. This will allow them to use a range of price points and allow 
retailers to discern what Millennial and Gen Z shoppers really want. Third, beauty brands must 
increase their transparency. A newer model, dubbed “Radical Transparency”, lists all sources 
and origins of materials. Such models are gaining traction, and startups and D2C companies have 
advantages in the transparency arena. Lastly, the industry will continue to grow with the rise of 
sustainable alternatives. More shoppers are wanting products without harmful ingredients and 
toxins, or “clean” products. Such trends, partnered with social media, will continue to grow, and 
transform the beauty industry.  
 
 
Social Media and the Beauty Industry  
The rise of social media has greatly affected the popularity and publicity of makeup 
brands, perhaps more than could have been anticipated. Instagram has been a major player in 
social media for many different industries, including for makeup brands. However, YouTube is 
perhaps the bigger player out of the two. 
“In 2017 there were 88 billion beauty-related video views on YouTube, growing from 
“only” 55 billion in 2016” (“How YouTube Has Drastically Changed the Beauty Industry”) and 
that number is still on the rise. As of 2018, YouTube registered more than 700 million views of 
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beauty-related content. Some “beauty gurus” have up to 100 million subscribers, with similar 
followings on other social sites. On YouTube, viewers interested in makeup can watch tutorials, 
reviews, and even watch vloggers go on beauty company-sponsored trips. Today, it’s not only 
essential that makeup companies have good websites and social media pages, but that they are 
mentioned by influencers as well. “Customers want longer-format content that discusses what’s 
new and what’s trending,” and they want to hear it from people like them that they can trust. If a 
YouTuber highly recommends a beauty product, their subscribers listen. The same goes for 
products they don’t like. In addition, if a YouTuber starts a makeup trend, such as how to apply 
eyeshadow a certain way, that trend could very well take off.  
 
Makeup Application Trends 
How women have chosen to wear makeup has changed decade to decade. Often in the past, 
trends in makeup application reflected societal and cultural changes. Chart 1A: Timeline of 
Makeup Application Trends as shown below illustrates the key features of makeup in each 
decade (Bowen 2016).  
1910s Trend: Sheer or 
Nothing 
• Maybelline invented a powder mascara in 1915 
• Makeup was difficult to come by and was considered 
bold 
1920s Trend: Dark 
Smoky Eyes 
• Dark eyes were inspired by the increased availability of 
movies 
• Often paired with a lot of mascara and a red lip 
1930s Trend: Thin Brows 
& Pastel Shadows 
• Thin brows were inspired by movie stars 
• Eyeshadow and lipstick was worn by those who could 
afford it 
1940s Trend: Red Lips • Makeup became rationed due to WWII, so makeup was 
minimal 
• Pin-up girls inspired women to never go without a red lip 
1950s Trend: Winged 
Liner 
• Marilyn Monroe made cat-eye winged liner and neutral 
eyeshadow commonplace 
1960s Trend: Mod 
Makeup 
• London became the center of Mod Makeup thanks to The 
Beatles 
• The look included “spider-y” lashes, colored eyeshadow, 
a cut crease, and lots of eyeliner 
1970s Trend: Barely 
There 
• The rise of hippies, anti-war sentiment, and all things 
natural reduced the wear of makeup 
1980s Trend: Bold and 
Bright 
• MAC was created in 1984 to cater to the bright colored 
trend for eyes and blush 
1990s Trend: Minimalist • Followed fashion when it came to sleek, neutral, and 
minimal trends 
2000s Trend: Bold 
Lashes 
• Followed the trend of the rise of “Lash Bars” in 
department stores and salons 
• More varieties of mascara than ever seen before hit the 
shelves 




2010s Trend: Bold Brows • Aimed to reverse the over-plucked look of the 2000s 
• “Brow Bars” popped up with the Lash Bars 
• Women began filling in and gelling their eyebrows 
 
 
The continued growth of the beauty industry from the 2010s to the present has resulted in 
notable trends in makeup. Many “trends” are becoming commonplace practices to the avid 
makeup-wearer. Social media sites such as Instagram and YouTube have been major influences 
on the rise of these trends. Ordinary girls and women can pore through these sites and see 
influencers like “Jaclyn Hill, Nikki Tutorials and James Charles,” (March 2019) to name a few. 
Influencers like the previously mentioned have helped spread and create many of the makeup 
trends that we see today. 
Contouring 
In the early 2010s, although it wasn’t anything new to makeup artists, contouring became 
mainstream to the average consumer because of Kim Kardashian. Contouring is creating 
highlights and shadows on the face using powder, liquid and cream bronzers, concealers, and 
highlighters. It creates the look of “a slimmer face, [chiseled] cheekbones… and a [refined] 
nose…” (March 2019). Contouring also led to a similar trend, known as strobing, where one 
draws “attention to the high points of the face” using highlighter. Thanks to the mainstream 
contouring trend that took the beauty world by storm, many avid makeup-wearers have different 
forms of bronzers and highlighters in their makeup kits.  
Overlined Lips 
Overlined lips, although a newer mainstream trend than contouring, has continued to 
influence makeup lovers. Overlining your lips is exactly how it sounds; it involved applying lip 
products slightly outside of your natural lip line to create a fuller effect. This trend was greatly 
accelerated and influenced by Kylie Jenner, especially after the release of her liquid lipstick kits. 
This trend led consumers to purchase more lip liner and liquid lipsticks. Many brands began 
creating liquid lipsticks to match this trend (March 2019). 
Inclusivity 
Before the latter half of the 2010s, many makeup brands had a narrow shade range for 
foundations, powders, and concealers. The three products mentioned previously are pigmented to 
match skin tone and are applied over the surface of the skin as a base. Because many brands had 
a narrow shade range, individuals with deeper skin tones were often excluded from many lines of 
makeup. Fenty Beauty by Rihanna, released in September 2017, spurred a change by releasing 
an extremely wide range of shades in its foundations. Since then, many brands have followed 
suit and have drastically expanded their shade ranges. (March 2019) 
Despite these major expansions of shade ranges, some makeup brands were slower to 
follow these changes. In early 2018, Tarte released its highly anticipated line of “Shape Tape” 
foundation after its extreme success with its “Shape Tape” concealer. “Its beloved Shape Tape 
Concealer, which is sold once every 12 seconds, is the full-coverage concealer that's been a 
favorite of makeup lovers for years” (Newby 2019). However, the brand received some backlash 
Chart 1A: Timeline of Makeup Application Trends 
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for its narrow shade range, especially after the success of Fenty Beauty’s launch. Jeffree Star, a 
major social media influencer known for his unfiltered opinions and owner of Jeffree Star 
Cosmetics, had a heated review about Tarte’s launch. He complained that “If you cannot create 
[an] all-inclusive shade range WHY is the product even being put out?" (Stiegman 2018). He 
noted that women of color were not represented in the released shade range, due to there only 
being two “deep” shades. In early 2019, Tarte relaunched their Shape Tape Foundation to 
include 50 shades (Abelman 2019).  
 
The “Clean Beauty” Trend  
One major trend hitting the beauty industry today is the “clean beauty” phenomenon. 
This trend is not limited just to makeup. It also includes skincare, haircare, and bodycare. 
Generally speaking, a “clean” product excludes certain ingredients that are deemed to be harmful 
or processed, including “parabens, synthetic colors, [and] phthalates” (Raphael 2017) to name a 
few.  “Clean” is sometimes associated with “natural” or “organic” and sometimes it is not 
associated with either. “Natural can be clean, but clean is not always natural; it’s just free of 
certain hot-button, man-made ingredients — such as parabens and formaldehyde-releasing 
agents,” (ElBoghdady 2020). One criticism of this trend/category of makeup is that there is no 
legal definition of what “organic” or “natural” means. “Even a non-synthetic ingredient found in 
nature can be harmful,” (Raphael 2017). Consumers also need to remember that makeup brands 
and companies have different requirements for which ingredients they decide to include or 
exclude.  
The trend has been fueled by many factors; one being increasing knowledge that 
ingredients can be more harmful than we could imagine. Rina Raphael quotes Dianne Feinstein 
in her article “What’s Driving the Billion-Dollar Natural Beauty Movement?” “Our skin is our 
largest organ, and many ingredients contained in these products–whether it be lotion, shampoo, 
or deodorant–are quickly absorbed by the skin,” Feinstein said in her testimony to the Senate 
Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee. “There is increasing evidence that certain 
ingredients in personal care products are linked to a range of health concerns, ranging from 
reproductive issues, such as fertility problems and miscarriage, to cancer.” Secondly, the rise of 
the “clean-eating” trend has made people more conscious what they are putting into their bodies. 
People are also becoming more aware of the regulations in other parts of the world, like in 
Europe. “The European Union, for instance, has banned approximately 1,300 chemicals in 
cosmetics, a category that covers makeup, lotions, hair dyes, deodorant, nail polish, shaving 
cream and other beauty products. By contrast, the United States — where the average woman 
uses 12 such  products containing 168 chemicals on her body each day — bans and restricts only 
11 (ElBoghdady 2020)”. Social media, the internet, and blogs have helped fuel this trend as well; 
people want to have a voice.  
The Clean Beauty trend has been fueled rapidly. Even back in 2016, “the research firm 
Kline & Company… [predicted] that the synthetic cosmetics sector [would] decline in the next 
two years, while the natural skin care segment [would] grow” (Raphael 2017). “Within the 
$19 billion “prestige beauty” market, skin-care labels that positioned themselves as natural grew 
14 percent year-over-year in 2019, while clean brands jumped 39 percent, said Larissa Jensen, 
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beauty analyst at the NPD Group, a market research firm (ElBoghdady 2020).” The category is 
also twice the size it was four years ago, and it will continue to grow. Clean Beauty has also 
made its mark on two large makeup retailers: Sephora and Target. They have created icons to 
distinguish products they identify as “clean”, although their requirements depend on their own 
lists of excluded ingredients.  
Despite its growth, Clean Beauty has its fair share of criticisms. One, as listed above, is 
that there are no governmental regulations for “natural”, or “organic” products. Also, even 
products that consider themselves to be “clean”, do not have a set list of ingredients that they 
ban. It varies between products and brands, and as listed in the previous paragraph, even 
retailers. A second criticism is that it’s expensive for companies. A lot of the natural ingredients 
in products are expensive. In addition, for organic products specifically, ingredients are at 
premiums because they are produced in smaller batches with no hormones (Raphael 2017). 
Thirdly, it’s more expensive for consumers. Drugstore brands like Covergirl and Maybelline are 
inexpensive for consumers because their costs are low. They don’t use the same quality of 
ingredients. As Rina Raphael noted, “A Revlon lipstick sells for as little as $4.99, while an 
Honest Beauty alternative, an antioxidant blend of coconut oil, murumuru butter, and shea butter, 
goes for $18.” The difference in prices and ingredients, as well as shelf-life, could inhibit further 
reach to mass-market companies.  
THE CLEAN BEAUTY TREND CONTINUED  
As previously stated, different individuals and companies have different definitions of 
what “clean” beauty is, and there are no governmental regulations for the term. Consumers may 
find themselves looking at products labeled “clean”, “non-toxic”, “vegan”, “cruelty-free”, 
“natural”, and more, without realizing the differences between the terms. Often, products labeled 
as such are grouped together in a similar category when there are differences in their meanings. 
Also, for all the terms listed above and other similar terms, there is no formal definition or legal 
regulation for the usage of the term, so it’s often up to the consumer to do their research before 
purchasing.  
Well + Good.com, a magazine newsletter that publishes readings on skincare, food and 
nutrition, wellness, and more, has many articles discussing the clean beauty trend and how 
consumers can navigate it. In one article, Tamim Alnueweiri addresses the differences in 
terminology that are commonly used in beauty product labels (Alnueweiri 2018). Cruelty-free 
and vegan do not mean the same thing on labels, although consumers may also associate these 
terms with the clean beauty trend. She quotes Doe Deere, the founder of Lime Crime, a well-
known vegan and cruelty-free makeup brand, on the difference between the two. Deere stated 
that “for a product to be cruelty-free, it can’t have been tested on or harmed animals in its 
production,” while vegan products “do not contain any animal-based ingredients”. Because there 
is no legal regulation for the usage of the terms, consumers ought to look for the Vegan Society 
and Leaping Bunny logos to quickly determine if the label is accurate. These labels certify that 
the products are correctly assessed (Kay 2021). Both labels are also not mutually exclusive, 
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because a vegan product can still be tested on animals, and a cruelty-free product may still 
contain animal byproducts.  
Vegan and cruelty-free labels are also not synonymous with clean beauty, which is the 
subject of my study. At first glance, there is also little difference between the terms “natural” and 
“clean”. These two terms have a similar juxtaposition to the vegan and cruelty-free labels. 
“Natural” products tend to be solely comprised of ingredients like plant extracts, minerals, and 
other ingredients derived from the environment. However, “natural” doesn’t always mean better, 
and it doesn’t always mean clean. In fact, a product can describe itself as natural, even if it has 
only 1% naturally sourced ingredients. The same goes for “organic” products, they only need a 
very small amount of qualified ingredients to be labeled as such. (Kay 2021). Natural products 
can also be considered clean, but clean products do not have to be natural. Clean products are 
also usually required to be cruelty-free, but not vegan. Tamim Alnueweiri from Well+Good also 
quotes Hannah Brady, an in-house esthetician at Credo, an online clean beauty retailer, on the 
difference between natural and clean. She says that clean products can include “safe synthetic 
ingredients that do not pose health problems” (Alnueweiri 2018). Brady also considers clean 
products to be “ethically sourced, sustainable and nontoxic to your health and the environment”.  
Jaleh Bisharat, the founder of NakedPoppy, a clean beauty brand, offers a similar opinion, noting 
that “true” clean companies will make a point to have ingredients and packaging that are gentle 
to the earth and an ingredient list that is constantly being updated and vetted. Bisharat also notes 
that “Truly clean brands will almost certainly have been founded with the goal of creating only 
clean products,” and that they should “They want to teach consumers why clean beauty matters, 
which ingredients are of concern, and how to choose wisely” (Bisharat 2019). Because “clean” 
beauty has no formal definition and means different things to different people, it truly is up to the 
consumer to navigate different products and purchase what resonates with them. 
 
Background on “The Dirty Dozen” and Other Ingredients Typically Not Found in Clean 
Beauty 
Although there is no formal legal definition for clean beauty, it is associated with the 
banning of certain ingredients. These ingredients are “known toxins and irritants, such as 
parabens, phthalates, sulfates, synthetic fragrances, and harsh preservatives” along with other 
ingredients that are included or excluded based on the company’s discretion. One list commonly 
referred to as the “Dirty Dozen” contains chemicals that are harmful, yet can be found in many 
personal care products. Listed below is a summary of the “Dirty Dozen” ingredients that are 
found in makeup products specifically as well as other ingredients that may be banned in clean 
beauty makeup products.  
 
• BHA and BHT 
o Use in Cosmetics: preservatives in lipsticks and moisturizers 
o Hazards: allergic reactions, possible carcinogen, toxic to aquatic organisms 
• Coal Tar Dyes 
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o Use in Cosmetics: used extensively in cosmetics, may be labeled as “FD&C Blue 
No. 1” or “Blue 1” 
o Hazards: recognized carcinogen, contaminated with heavy metals which are 
neurotoxins 
• Formaldehyde-Releasing Preservatives 
o Use in Cosmetics: used in a wide range of cosmetics 
o Hazards: recognized carcinogen, skin irritant, allergic reactions 
• Paraben, methylparaben, butylparaben and propylparaben 
o Use in Cosmetics: the most widely used preservative in cosmetics (an estimated 
75-90%) 
o Hazards: suspected hormone interference, possible carcinogen 
• Parfum (fragrance) 
o Use in Cosmetics: scent enhancement or masking agent in nearly all personal 
care products 
▪ Complex mixture of dozens of ingredients 
o Hazards: trigger allergies, migraines, asthma and individual fragrances have been 
associated with cancer and neurotoxicity, bio accumulative in aquatic 
environments  
o *some fragrance ingredients do not have to be disclosed on labels* 
• PEGs 
o Use in Cosmetics: petroleum-based compounds that are widely used in cream 
bases for cosmetics as thickeners, solvents, softeners and moisture-carriers 
o Hazards: may contain 1,4-dioxane, a possible carcinogen that persists in the 
environment and show evidence of systemic toxicity if used on broken skin  
• Siloxanes: cyclotetrasiloxane (D4), cyclopentasiloxane (D5), cyclohexasiloxane (D6) and 
cyclomethicone 
o Use in Cosmetics: aid products to soften, smooth, and moisten 
o Hazards: D4, D5 & D6 are toxic and can bioaccumulate in aquatic systems, D4 is 
an endocrine disruptor, D5 can cause uterine tumors and influence 
neurotransmitters 
• Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 
o Use in Cosmetics: foundation 
o Hazards: can cause or contribute to skin irritation, canker sores, disruptions of 
skin’s natural oil balance, eye damage, and possibly cystic acne 
• Petroleum Distillates 
o Use in Cosmetics: dark color for mascara 
o Hazards: may cause skin irritations such as dermatitis 





Clean Beauty in Retailers 
Many well-known retailers have acted in response to the increasing demand for products 
that are free from toxic ingredients and have more sustainable business practices. Target and 
Sephora have made notable efforts to carry and label products who fit the clean standard.  
Prior to 2018, online shoppers at Sephora could view a tab called “What is it formulated 
without” on a product’s page. However, as consumers began to demand more transparency, 
Sephora took the leap to define what it, as a retailer, considers to be clean beauty (Robin 2020). 
On June 1, 2018, Sephora launched its clean beauty initiative, marking clean products with the 
Clean at Sephora seal, a symbol that is green with a leaf check mark. Both online and in-store, 
compliant products are labeled with this mark. In 2018, when the initiative first launched, 
products could only receive the mark if they complied with the “formulated without” list, which 
at the time, had only 13 ingredients. In 2019, Sephora updated the list to include over 50 
ingredients (McLintok 2019). Back in 2018, “Fifty brands [had] signed on… [with] more than 
2,000 product pages on sephora.com…clearly marked as ‘clean’,” (McLintok 2019). To take 
their clean initiative even further and to start defining what clean means to retailers, Sephora 
installed LED lights in their North American stores and “created a new "zero emissions" delivery 
truck in the Bay Area (where their headquarters are located)” (McLintok 2019). As of 2019, 
many of the products in their Sephora Collection skincare line also made their clean beauty cut 
(Robin 2020). As makeup and skincare consumers continue to do their research and advocate for 
healthier products, retailer giants like Sephora will continue to follow and update what products 
they carry. Upon investigating Sephora’s website, popular clean beauty brands the retailer carries 
include Ilia, Cover FX, Kosas, Bite Beauty, Milk Makeup, Lilah B, RMS Beauty, and more. 
However, not all of the products from each brand have the Sephora Clean Beauty seal. For 
example, Milk Makeup is considered overall to be a clean brand, but several of its products listed 
on the Sephora website do not have the seal. 
Sephora’s eliminated ingredients: Parabens, Formaldehydes, Formaldehyde-releasing agents, 
Phthalates, Mineral Oil, Retinyl Palmitate, Oxybenzone, Coal Tar, Hydroquinone, Triclosan, 
Triclocarban, Undisclosed Synthetic Fragrances, Acrylates (specific to ethyl acrylate, ethyl 
methacrylate, methyl methacrylate, butyl methacrylate, hydroxypropyl methacrylate, 
tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate, trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate), Aluminum Salts, Animal 
Oils/Musks/Fats, Benzophenone + Related Compounds, Butoxyethanol, Carbon Black, 
Lead/Lead Acetate, Methyl Cellosolve + Methoxyethanol, Methylchloroisothiazolinone & 
Methylisothiazolinone, Mercury + Mercury Compounds (Thimerisol), Insoluble Plastic 
Microbeads (which applies to rinse off products only), Resorcinol, Talc (asbestos free talc is ok. 
Brands need to conduct testing to ensure no contamination), Toluene, BHA/BHT (BHT threshold 
is 0.1%), Ethanolamines DEA/TEA/MEA/ETA, Nanoparticles as defined by EU, Petrolatum & 
Parrafin (All USP grade is ok), Phenoxyethanol (under 1% is ok), Polyacrylamide & 
Acrylamide, Styrene (specific to Bromostyrene, Deastyrene/acrylates/dvbcopolymer, sodium 
styrene/divinylbenzene copolymer, styrene oxide, styrene) 1, 4 Dioxane (brands required to test 
final formulas and need to comply with specific thresholds) 
 In 2019, another mega-retailer, Target, launched an initiative to mark products with a 
Target Clean seal. Because Target carries a wider array of products, the requirements vary 
depending on the product category. “For example, in cleaning products, Target Clean means the 
product’s formulated without phthalates, sodium laureth sulfate, propyl-paraben and butyl-
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paraben,” but the requirements may be different for beauty or household products (“How the 
New Target Clean Icon Simplifies Shopping for Essential and Personal Care Products.”). Just 
like Sephora, the tag is meant to help customers shop clean products with more ease. Upon 
investigating Target’s website, some makeup brands with clean products include ELF, Milani, 
Burt’s Bees, Neutrogena, Maybelline, Pacifica, and more. However, whether a product has the 
Target Clean seal seems to vary; for example, not all of Maybelline’s products are labeled as 
clean, but there are a few who are.  
Target’s eliminated ingredients: propyl-parabens, butyl-parabens, phthalates, formaldehyde, 
formaldehyde-donors, nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEs), Oxybenzone, SLES, retinyl palmitate, 
hydroquinone, triclosan, triclocarban, BHA & BHT. 
In July 2020, Ulta also created a clean beauty program, dubbed the “Conscious Beauty at 
Ulta Beauty”. There are five pillars under this initiative, “Clean Ingredients, Cruelty Free, 
Vegan, Sustainable Packaging and Positive Impact”. Effective on July 14, 2020, Ulta pledged to 
ensure that by 2025 50 percent of all packaging in their stores will be made from recycled or bio-
sourced materials or will be recyclable or refillable. They will highlight brands that champion the 
five pillars so consumers can shop smarter. Ulta also established an advisory council to hold the 
retailer accountable and keep progressing forward. Two notable members of the board are Annie 
Jackson and Tom Szaky, C-Suite executives for Credo Beauty and Loop, respectively 
(“Conscious Beauty at Ulta BeautyTM Reinforces Commitment to Sustainability, 
Transparency.”) 
Ulta’s Eliminated Ingredients: Ethyl methacrylate; Methyl methacrylate, Aluminum salts and 
complexes in antiperspirants, Benzophenone-1, Benzophenone-2, Butoxyethanol, BHA 
(Butylated Hydroxyanisole), BHT (Butylated Hydroxytoluene; limited use), Carbon Black (low 
purity), DEA (Diethanolamine), MEA (Monoethanolamine), TEA (Triethanolamine) (limited 
use), Formaldehyde, Formaldehyde-releasing agents (formaldehyde donors), Hydroquinone, 
Mineral oil, Paraffin, Petrolatum (all required to be USP grade), Parabens, Perfluorinated 
compounds (PFAS, PFOA, PFOS), Phthalates, Resorcinol, Styrene & styrene oxide, Talc (with 
Asbestiform), Triclosan, 1,4-Dioxane, Acrylamide, Heavy Metals – Lead, Mercury, Arsenic, 
Cadmium, Chromium, Nickel, Lead Acetate, Methyl Cellosolve (Ethylene glycol monomethyl 
ether or 2-Methoxyethanol), Phenoxyethanol, Polyethylene microbeads, polypropylene 
microbeads & polystyrene microbeads (restricted in rinse-off products only), Thimerosal, 
Toluene, Triclocarban 
 
Notable Clean Beauty Companies 
There are many makeup companies out there that sell clean products. As stated 
previously, different consumers, brands, and retailers have different criteria for clean products. 
Clean products do tend to be produced without parabens, fragrances, aluminum compounds, 
formaldehyde, silica, or refined petroleum, and more, but the beauty industry is self-regulated, so 
anyone can say what they want (Rosenstein 2020).  
  However, Jaleh Bisharat advises five things consumers need to keep in mind when it 
comes to segmenting out “true” clean brands from those who are not. “Truly clean brands will 
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almost certainly have been founded with the goal of creating only clean products,” and are not 
just “jumping on a trend”. This includes companies who participate in greenwashing, which is “a 
legal, but deceptive marketing tactic to make products seem cleaner and greener than they 
actually are. Companies will create packaging with imagery associated with green, non-toxic, 
and clean products, while the potentially (or definitely) harmful ingredients remain.” Secondly, 
truly clean companies will test, vet, and research all ingredients. It’s all about “creating products 
that are actually better for you,” and investing in educating their consumers. Third, companies 
will be careful about their manufacturing processes, because harmful ingredients like 1,4-diozane 
or ethylene oxide can still be contaminants in products even if they are not an ingredient. Fourth, 
“With truly clean makeup, the ingredients and packaging tend to be gentler to the earth once they 
inevitably get out into the ecosystem,” and the company will take a stance on helping the 
environment. Lastly, they are strict on ingredients, going beyond just a “no” list, and not letting 
any harmful substitutions in for “no” ingredients (Bisharat 2019).  
In gathering information about notable brands, I examined several sources as starting 
points. I looked at clean brands listed on Allure, Sephora, brands at Target, clean brands at Ulta, 
then smaller, independent brands, like Jaleh’s brand, NakedPoppy. I define smaller, independent 
brands to be brands not sold at Sephora, Target, Ulta, or other major retailers. All of the brands 
listed primarily sell makeup. Clean beauty comes at a variety of price points and is sold at 
different places, so it is crucial to capture a wide array of products. I’ve examined these product 
offerings using each brand’s website. I searched for ingredients and their clean beauty mission 
throughout the whole site, including FAQs, ingredient lists, About Us tabs, and more. Based on 
Jaleh’s five points and information from other sources, I’ve split up notable brands into three 
tiers. 
 
Tier 1: Listed as clean by a retailer (if applicable) 
- Meets 3 of 3 requirements: 
o Acting for sustainability or the environment in ingredients or packaging 
o Purposeful statement(s) relating to the importance of clean beauty or plenty of 
information about their clean efforts? 
o All or almost all product offerings are clean 
Tier 2: Listed as clean by a retailer (if applicable),  
- Meets 2 of 3 requirements: 
o Acting for sustainability or the environment in ingredients or packaging 
o Purposeful statement(s) relating to the importance of clean beauty or plenty of 
information about their clean efforts? 
o All or almost all product offerings are clean 
 
Tier 3: Listed as clean by a retailer (if applicable) 
- Meets 1 of 3 requirements: 
o Acting for sustainability or the environment in ingredients or packaging 
o Purposeful statement(s) relating to the importance of clean beauty or plenty of 
information about their clean efforts? 




Tier 1:  
 
Brand: 100% Pure 
Retailer: None, Recommended by Allure 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- Operates out of an 8 acre, solar powered headquarters in San Jose, California called 
“Purity Park” 
Mission Statement: “100% PURE™ isn’t just our name. Or just our ingredient list. 100% 
PURE™ is a commitment to producing the purest, healthiest products and educating everyone on 
why being 100% PURE™ is so important. We strive to live with compassion, kindness and 
empathy; to be environmentally sustainable and to improve the lives of 6 billion people and 
animals while also being charitable and giving back to our global community.” 
 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- “All 100% PURE™ formulations adhere to strict purity standards and will never contain 
harsh or toxic ingredients” 
- Natural Ingredients: “An ingredient or formula composed of plant, mineral, and/or 
marine vegetation that undergoes chemical changes due to biological processes such as 
fermentation, distillation, and cold processing” 
 
Brand: BeautyCounter 
Retailer: None, Recommended by Allure 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- “We’re proud to be a Certified B Corporation, and part of a global movement of brands 
using business as a force for positive change. We support nonprofits that align with our 
mission, and invest in a cleaner future by partnering with leading scientists in the search 
for safer ingredients that will make up the better products for tomorrow.” 
- “As a science-driven brand, we’re taking the same approach we bring to our formulations 
to our packaging. Safety first, and transparency–we’re sharing the whole story, from 
source to end of life: from packaging design, to material selection, to where our products 
go after use, we're thinking about a product's full life.” 
- “If you are a long-time customer, you may start to notice a few things excluded from 
newer Beautycounter packages—such as plastic spatulas, overcaps, lid inserts, extra 
product literature, and cleansing cloth towels. We've also removed the secondary 
packaging (the box that contains the bottle or jar) from many of our product lines, saving 
over half a million cartons annually.” 
- “This summer, we’re launching a new sustainable shipper that uses 30% less material 
than traditional boxes, 30% less waste and a lighter carbon footprint.” 
- Their packaging is glass because it is easier to recycle, and doesn’t release toxic 
chemicals 
- “Good news: in partnership with How2Recycle®, when you shop our products, you’ll 





Mission Statement:  
- “One by one, we are leading a movement to a future where all beauty is clean beauty. We 
are powered by people, and our collective mission is to get safer products into the hands 
of everyone. Formulate, advocate, & educate—that’s our motto for creating products that 
truly perform while holding ourselves to unparalleled standards of safety. Why? It’s 
really this simple: beauty should be good for you.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All of BeautyCounter’s products are considered to be clean 
- “We take safety seriously. Over 1,800 ingredients are never used in our formulations—
we call this The Never List™—and we go above and beyond to test every ingredient 
against our high standards in pursuit of clean beauty.” 
 
Brand: Burt’s Bees 
Retailer: Clean at Target & Clean at Ulta 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- Lip Balm: The tube is made with 50% Post-Consumer Recycled (PCR) Plastic, vegetable 
ink on the labels, the label extends just enough to prevent tampering, which means we 
avoid 1,800 miles of plastic shrink wrap annually 
- Other products:  
o “We put an average of 52% post-consumer recycled (PCR) content in our 
plastics.” 
o “We avoid over-packaging, limit mixed materials and use innovative recycled 
materials.” 
o “We choose high-integrity materials that are more readily recyclable… including 
aluminum, steel, paper, glass, and plastics like PETE, HDPE and PP, with as 
much PCR as possible.” 
- Burt’s Bee’s partners with TerraCycle and has a prepaid mailing label 
- Burt’s Bees offers information on how to easily recycle their products outside of 
Terracycle 
- The have landfill-free operations, are certified carbon-neutral, they restore water to 
watersheds nationally, and are paired with Fresh Energy to boost biodiversity in 
Minnesota. 
- “THE BURT’S BEES FOUNDATION 
- We’ve given $3.5 million in grants in support of honeybee health and biodiversity” + 
more 
- Their website provides a wealth of information on their sustainability efforts. 
Mission Statement:  
- “There’s a lot of talk about real and natural in the world of beauty. But many of the 
products we use to look our natural best are mostly made with unnatural, synthetic 
chemicals. So we’re taking a stand. By making our products with ingredients born from 
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nature. Products that work to support the life of your skin. A full line of products that 
make you feel your beautiful best because of how they’re made, not in spite of it.” 
- “At Burt’s Bees, we believe every ingredient in our formulas should serve a purpose, and 
we strive to make our products with 100% natural ingredients. But preserving natural 
formulas, especially those that contain water, can be challenging. A few of our formulas 
are made safe for use through 1-2% non-natural preservatives. When we must use a non-
natural preservative, we always choose non-paraben, non-formaldehyde donating 
preservatives such as phenoxyethanol, potassium sorbate and ascorbyl palmitate.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- 17 / 31 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified. 
- All 25 makeup products offered at Ulta (online) are Clean at Ulta. 
- “We believe that animal testing and certain ingredients don't help skin thrive. Our skin-
friendly, life-friendly promise to you: No animal testing, Formulated without parabens, 
phthalates, SLS, petrolatum, talc, synthetic fragrances, or silicones. 
- Our products are not tested on animals. “Ingredients designed by nature are inherently 
brilliant; each ingredient has a variety of complimentary nutrients that work together as 
a team—kind of like how Calcium, Magnesium and Vitamin D “need” each other. So we 
don’t try to isolate just one, but rather tap into all the nutrients that a natural extract, oil, 
butter or wax has to offer. We trust nature to provide the right mix. And we don’t just 
sprinkle in a dusting of natural ingredients; our formulas are packed with them. No 
fillers, no fluff, no false promises. If an ingredient doesn't have a function, it doesn’t 
make it into our formula!” 
 
Brand: Kjaer Weis 
Retailer: None, recommended by Allure 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- “When designing our sustainable packaging, we wanted something that looked and felt 
luxurious, not just another thing to discard. Award-winning creative director Marc Atlan 
did just that, creating an architecturally stunning bold, metal compact that can be easily 
refilled with your favorite KW product…Like a true relic, these compacts hold weight 
and will last - the perfect embodiment of how beauty, luxury and sustainability can 
coexist.” 
- “From the beginning, sustainability has always been a pillar in the Kjaer Weis 
philosophy. We believe that the packaging of our products should be just as good for the 
world as our makeup inside is for your skin, without having to compromise luxury. With 
our intelligent refill system, you don’t need to waste money or create waste on packaging 
that’s made to be discarded.” 
- The Red Edition Packaging: 
o 100% recyclable, compostable, and refillable. 
Mission Statement: “Founded by Danish-born makeup artist Kirsten Kjaer Weis living in New 
York City, KW fuses together a minimalist Scandinavian aesthetic with that unapologetic NYC 
spirit, creating a makeup that is as beautiful on your skin as it is to hold in its uniquely designed 
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luxury and sustainable case. They are two things that we usually compromise for in beauty, but 
Kirsten knows how to celebrate the seeming opposites in life. "Scandinavia has a calmness, a 
minimalism. New York City is fierce.” She says, “They seem like they are so different but they 
can work together. Kjaer Weis is both. A trailblazer, merging these two worlds of luxury and 
sustainability without compromise. We are making the new norm.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- “Each ingredient in a Kjaer Weis product has been carefully considered for its ability to 
work with the skin, not against it. Every batch of makeup has been inspected by hand and 
remains free of parabens, silicones, petrochemical emulsifiers and synthetic fragrances.” 
 
Brand: Lilah B 
Retailer: Clean at Sephora 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- “Email declutter@lilahbeauty.com to receive a prepaid return shipping label allowing 
you to send us your unwanted beauty products – lilah b. or otherwise. We will work with 
our partner to process and recycle these goods as you make room for only what you 
need…” 
Mission Statement: “lilah b. makes beauty simple. Our minimalistic collection of color allows 
women to achieve a finished look with fewer products… encouraging a movement to declutter, 
minimize and simplify. Housed in sleek and modern signature stone compacts, our high 
performance, multi-purpose products offer classic colors with sophisticated twists and luxurious 
textures. Inspired by the healthy lifestyle that surrounds us in Northern California, we pride 
ourselves in creating a collection that is not only effortless, it is simply good for you. We 
believe with less, you are more.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All product offerings at Sephora are Clean at Sephora certified 
- All products are formulated without “gluten, parabens, phthalates, sulfates, synthetic 
fragrances, are vegan friendly and cruelty-free”.  
 
Brand: Pacifica 
Retailer: Clean at Target & Clean at Ulta 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- Pacifica is partnered with Preserve 
- “We take your used product and sort them so your plastics make it to the right place. In 
partnership with Preserve, we turn all #5 plastics into razors and toothbrushes that you 
can buy right here on our site.” 
- How to recycle: 
- Tell them the products you are recycling 
- Enter your name and email to get a prepaid shipping label 
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- Place items into an envelope/shipping pack. Adhere the label and place them in the mail. 
- You earn points when you recycle. 
Mission Statement:  
- “Made with compassion for the planet, animals and you. Always clean, vegan, and 
cruelty-free.”  
- “You should not have to choose between effective or clean, beauty or health, self or 
environment. We create clean products across all categories that are accessible and make 
you feel beautiful. No need to compromise.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified  
- All makeup products offered at Ulta (online) are Clean at Ulta Certified  
- Ingredients and features are listed with each product: 
- Paraben-free 
 
Brand: RMS Beauty 
Retailer: Clean at Sephora 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- “Packaging for RMS Beauty products is minimal, recyclable or reusable.” 
- “RMS Beauty cream products are housed in recycled glass pots. Our boxes are made 
from 80% post-consumer recycled fiber and manufactured using 100% wind power.” 
Mission Statement:  
- “RMS Beauty is dedicated to transforming the way women use makeup, and it's about 
more than simply using organic ingredients. In fact, that's only the first step in creating a 
product that's not only non-toxic, but that actually heals and nourishes skin. It all comes 
down to chemistry: when a raw material is processed for use in cosmetics or other beauty 
products, it typically undergoes a lengthy process.” 
-  “RMS Beauty products are formulated with raw, food grade and organic ingredients in 
their natural state, allowing their living, healing attributes to penetrate and rejuvenate the 
skin. In their purest form, enzymes, vitamins, antioxidants and their healing properties 
remain fully intact, encouraging amazing potential for anti-aging effects. RMS Beauty 
has also taken extreme care in the use of minimal heat in the manufacturing process of 
this product in order to keep all nutrients and healing properties alive. All RMS Beauty 
products are free of harmful chemicals, synthetic preservatives, synthetic vitamins, and 
genetically modified ingredients (GMO) etc.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All product offerings at Sephora are Clean at Sephora certified 
- All products formulated are “non-gmo, non-nano, hypoallergenic, noncomedogenic, 
cruelty-fee and free from soy, gluten, parabens, sulfates, phalatates, silicone, talc, 





Tier 2:  
 
Brand: Bite Beauty 
Retailer: Clean at Sephora 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “Have your clean beauty, and performance too… Like us, you’re probably 
trying to do better – be more conscious about what goes into your body (celery, spaghetti squash, 
etc.) and how you treat your body (working out and self-care sessions on the regular). We say 
it’s time to pay attention to your makeup, too… It’s not easy being clean AND high 
performance, but we did it. We put on our white lab coats and rubber gloves and created the 
clean beauty you deserve and that you’ll positively crave, even over traditional makeup brands. 
That means no FOMO when it comes to longwear, high-impact pigments, super satisfying shade 
ranges and more.” 
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- All products offerings at Sephora are Clean at Sephora Certified 
- “Pure. Efficacious. Antioxidant-rich. We’re inspired by nutrient-rich ingredients, and 
source game-changing superfoods to power up your makeup.” 
- “We use both naturally derived scents and less than 1% of synthetic fragrance.” 
- “Licensed toxicologists review all of our ingredients and final products for safety, 
allergens and efficacy. We also send our products to testing bootcamp, where they 
undergo in vivo and in vitro testing, as well as third-party clinical testing that uses 
instrumental measurements, and relies on the expertise of dermatologists and other pros.” 
- “Clean, vegan, cruelty free and gluten free.” 
- Their “No” list: “Endocrine disruptors, Potentially carcinogenic substances, Sulfates, 
Parabens, Formaldehydes, Phthalates, Mineral oil, Retinyl palmitate, Oxybenzone, 
Petrolatum, Paraffin, PEGS, Ethanolamines, Cyclic silicones, 1,4 Dioxane, 
Nanoparticles, GMO’s, Aluminum, Coal tar, Hydroquinones, Triclosan, Tricarban 
 
 
Brand: Cover FX 
Retailer: Clean at Sephora & Clean at Ulta 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “Cover FX was founded on the belief that people can have both clean 
ingredients and high performance in one brand. Our products are formulated for customization, 
because your skin is unique to you and you know its sensitivities and needs better than anyone. 
So, we invite you to mix, experiment and play to create your formula for beauty… Long before 
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“clean” became mainstream, we were creating makeup and skincare with good-for-you 
ingredients like soothing green tea leaves and antioxidant-rich algae. Our products are always 
free of talc, parabens, fragrances, mineral oil, gluten, sulfates, and phthalates.” 
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- All product offerings at Sephora are Clean at Sephora certified 
- All product offerings at Ulta are Clean at Ulta certified 
- “Our products are always free of talc, parabens, fragrances, mineral oil, gluten, sulfates, 
and phthalates” 
- “Our products are 100% vegan and never tested on animals.” 
 
Brand: Kosas 
Retailer: Clean at Sephora 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “At Kosas, our clean, skin-loving, botanical formulas and expert color 
pigmentation honor the beauty in every layer of the self. We undo conventional rules and create 
products that are beauty rebels, effortlessly applied, flattering across skin tones, and enriched 
with beneficial skincare ingredients.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All product offerings at Sephora are Clean at Sephora certified 
- Ban over 2700 ingredients to adhere to Sephora and Credo standards, including 
“parabens, phthalates, sulfates, talc, formaldehyde, BHA/BHP, propylene glycol, 




Retailer: Clean at Sephora 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “I started Lawless Beauty with the mission to create highly pigmented, full 
coverage, and long-wearing clean makeup with a no tolerance policy for sheer, wimpy, no-
makeup makeup formulas and any kind of potentially toxic ingredients. Lawless Beauty is like 
all of my life’s projects. I created my brand based on my own rules versus the traditional 
playbook written by someone else. Lawless Beauty is clean makeup that doesn’t f*ck around 




 Clean Product Offerings: 
- “Always Free of this BS: Acrylamide, Acrylates, Aluminum Salts, Aminophenol, Animal 
Oils / Musks / Fats, Animal testing, Arsenic, Benzene , Benzophenone Related, 
Bromostyrene, Compounds, BHA, BHT, Butoxyethanol, Butylene Glycol, Butyl 
Methacrylate, Carbon Black, Chromium, Coal Tar, Comedogenic ingredients, Cruelty, 
Deastyrene / Acrylates/ Dvbcopolymer, Dimethicone, Dioxane 1, 4, EDTA, 
Ethanolamines: DEA/TEA/MEA/ETA, Ethyl Acrylate, Ethyl Methacrylate, 
Formaldehydes, Formaldehyde releasing agents, Hydroquinone, Hydroxypropyl 
Methacrylate, Insoluble Plastic Microbeads, Lead (usually in color additives), Mercury 
& Mercury Compounds (Thimerosal), Methyl Cellosolve, Methoxyethanol, 
Methylchloroisothiazolinone, Methylisothiazolinone, Mineral Oil, Nanoparticles (as 
defined by EU), Octinoxate, Oxybenzone, Parabens, Paraffin (USP grade is ok), 
Polyethylene/PEGs, Polymethyl Methacrylate, Petrolatum, Petroleum, Phenoxyethanol, 
Phthalates, Polyacrylamide, Acrylamide, Propylene Glycol, Resorcinol, Retinyl 
Palmitate, Silicones: D4, D5, D6, Siloxanes, Styrene, Styrene Oxide, Sulfates: SLS and 
SLES, Talc, Tetrahydrofurfuryl Methacrylate, Toluene, Triclocarban, Triclosan, 
Undisclosed Synthetic Fragrances, All product offerings are Clean at Sephora certified 
 
Brand: Lily Lolo 
Retailer: NakedPoppy  
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “[We have] achieved cult status by beautifully harmonising natural, 
chemical free ingredients with the ultimate in mineral based technology. Every product is free 
from harsh chemicals, dyes and fillers and even has antibacterial properties to help improve the 
skin.” 
 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- All of the products sold on NakedPoppy’s website meet the rigorous clean beauty 
requirements. 
- Eliminated ingredients include: Nanoparticles, Silicones, Synthetic Fragrances/Parfum, 
GMO, Gluten, Parabens, No Harsh Preservatives, No FD&C Pigments, Petroleum, 
Phthalates, BHA, Talc, Dimethicone, Bismuth Oxychloride, Propylene Glycol, 
Formaldehyde, Triclosan, Methylisothiazolinonem Phenoxyethenol 
 
Brand: NakedPoppy 
Retailer: NakedPoppy is a retailer that also sells its own private brand 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- They say that “minimizing environmental impact is a top priority”, but it is unclear what 




Mission Statement: “Clean beauty starts with safety, but it doesn’t end there. Our strict standard 
is absolutely spotless — starting with the absolute safest of safe ingredients (evaluated in-depth 
by chemists), fully vetted processes and cruelty-free, ethically made, low environmental impact 
screening. When you honor your body with our level of clean makeup and skincare, you can’t 
help but feel good about your beauty routine. That feeling is the beginning of what we call a 
beautiful life.” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- NakedPoppy offers both its own private brand and other clean brands. 
- “The four pillars of what we consider ‘clean’ take into account every aspect of a 
product’s potential impact: your health, animal health, environmental health, community 
and social health”. 




Retailer: Clean at Target, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- “Our Promise to You —and the Planet: Our commitment to sustainability starts with 
advancing our standards for ingredients, packaging, sourcing and social responsibility. 
More than ever, you demand products that deliver results while improving the beautiful 
world around us. We promise to do our part to ensure we make more sustainable choices 
with you and the planet in mind. We’re learning. We’re evolving. And we look forward 
to continuing this journey together!” 
- “Starting in 2020, Neutrogena® is launching new packaging made with 30% post-
consumer recycled (PCR) plastic as part of our NEW Skin Balancing collection. We are 
also launching our first 100% plant-based fiber, home-compostable cleansing wipe as 
part of the line as well.” 
- “Today nearly 75% of Neutrogena bottles are recyclable. Starting, in 2021 we will be 
rolling out innovations that improve the recyclability of the other packaging in our 
portfolio. We’re going to make it even easier for you to use and properly dispose of 
Neutrogena® products. Just look for the How2Recycle® label on our products and 
product pages to learn how to properly recycle or dispose of product packaging.” 
Mission Statement: Neutrogena has no clear mission statement regarding a clean beauty 
mission despite being listed as such on Target’s website.  
Clean Product Offerings: 20 / 41 of makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at 







Retailer: Clean at Sephora, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. However, they do have several 
initiatives, including: 
o Sustainable harvesting of rainforest ingredients, but no specific efforts listed 
o Heart to Tarte: fundraising to help natural disaster relief 
o Partnered with Sea Turtle Conservancy 
o Created #bullyfreebeauty to stop cyberbullying 
o Hosted a leadership summit to females 13-18 years old to help boost confidence 
and empowerment 
Mission Statement: “tarte started in 2000 with a dream of combining glamourous makeup & 
good-for-you ingredients. Today, we’re leaders in the beauty industry, offering eco-chic, cruelty-
free cosmetics & hypoallergenic, vegan skincare. Every product is packed with naturally-
derived, skinvigorating™ ingredients & always formulated without the bad stuff like parabens, 
phthalates, sodium lauryl sulfate, triclosan, & gluten. tarte pioneered the use of high-performance 
naturals™, so no matter how hectic life gets, your makeup can hold up to the challenge. We 
travel the world to find the best, most efficient ingredients, like our longwearing, skin-balancing 
Amazonian clay and the highly nourishing, non-greasy maracuja oil. We are always looking for 
ways to #rethinknatural so you never have to compromise the quality of your makeup for the 
health & beauty of your skin!” 
Clean Product Offerings: 
- 24 / 128 makeup products offered at Sephora are Clean at Sephora Certified: this includes 
full size, mini size, gift sets, and brushes with the Clean at Sephora Seal 
- “offering eco-chic, cruelty-free cosmetics & hypoallergenic, vegan skincare. Every 
product is packed with naturally-derived, skinvigorating™ ingredients & always 
formulated without the bad stuff like parabens, phthalates, sodium lauryl sulfate, 
triclosan, & gluten.” 
 
Brand: W3LL People 
Retailer: Clean at Target, Ulta & recommended by Allure 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- Mentions sustainable, yet no notable listed efforts for environmental change or 
sustainability in the packaging or ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR (when 
compared to other companies). 
o “We’re committed to making choices that better serve our environment and 
communities. Our boxes are printed on FSC-Certified paper, and we are exploring 
ways to utilize Corn, Sugar and Post-Recycled Materials in our containers. We're 




Mission Statement: “Welcome to a world where clean beauty is the only kind of beauty. You 
should never wonder if the makeup you wear might be harmful for your body or the planet. 
That’s why we create sustainably-minded makeup made of plant-based ingredients that wear 
well, feel great, and are always, always toxin-free.” 
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- All makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified 
- All makeup products offered at Ulta (online) are Clean at Ulta Certified 
- “To us, ingredient transparency is everything. That’s why we partnered with the 
Environmental Working Group back in 2016 to get our EWG-verified stamp of approval. 
Each and every one of our products has been rigorously vetted by the EWG and all have 
been deemed completely non-toxic, free of any concerning chemicals and are safe for 






Retailer: Clean at Target, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: “Look good and feel good—all our formulas are 100% vegan, no animal 
testing and made without the nasty bad-for-you stuff. Totally guilt-free.” 
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- 89 / 112 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified 
including lip products, highlighters, foundation & eyeshadow 
- “Free from phthalates, parabens, nonylphenol ethoxylates, triclosan, triclocarban, and 
hydroquinone. All skincare is also free from sulfates.” 
 
Brand: Julep 
Retailer: Clean at Target 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: Julep is cruelty-free and vegan but has no clear mission statement regarding 
a clean beauty mission besides ingredients under each product despite being listed as such on 




Clean Product Offerings: 
- 13 / 15 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified including 




Retailer: Clean at Target, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: Milani is cruelty-free but has no clear mission statement regarding a clean 
beauty mission besides ingredients in their FAQs despite being listed as such on Target’s 
website.  
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- All 71 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified including 
lip products, highlighters, foundation & eyeshadow 
- “All Milani products are free of: Cyclopentasiloxane, Cyclotetrasiloxane, Formaldehyde 
and Formaldehyde Donor Ingredients, Glutaral, Hydroquinone, Isothiazolinone 
Microbiocides, alone or in combination, Plastic Microbeads (Polyethylene), Quaternium-
15, Sodium Formate, Triclosan, Triclocarban” 
 
Brand: NYX 
Retailer: Clean at Target, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: NYX is cruelty-free, vegan, and uses professional ingredients but has no 
clear mission statement regarding a clean beauty mission despite being listed as such on Target’s 
website.  
Clean Product Offerings: 
- 105 / 151 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified 
including lip products, highlighters, foundation, mascara, primers, & eyeshadow 
- Ingredients and features are listed with each product: 
- Vegan 
- Not tested on animals 






Retailer: Clean at Target, Sold at Ulta but not considered Clean at Ulta Certified 
Sustainability Efforts: 
- No clear efforts for environmental change or sustainability in the packaging or 
ingredients as illustrated on their website or PR. 
Mission Statement: Pixi is cruelty-free with skin conscious ingredients but has no clear mission 
statement regarding a clean beauty mission besides ingredients in their FAQs despite being listed 
as such on Target’s website.  
 Clean Product Offerings: 
- 72 / 77 makeup products offered at Target (online) are Clean at Target Certified including 
lip products, highlighters, foundation, mascara & eyeshadow 
- Ingredients and features are listed with each product: 
o Paraben-free 

































In conducting my research, I evaluated beauty companies myself via a social media audit 
in tandem with a survey that asked questions about the same companies. I evaluated ten 
companies: 100% Pure, Beautycounter, Benefit Cosmetics, Burt’s Bees, Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, 
Loreal Paris, NakedPoppy, RMS Beauty, and Pacifica. These companies are representative of a 
range of price points, recognition in the beauty community, clean beauty missions, and company 
size. These companies were also selected from recommendations from beauty magazines such as 
Allure, promotions from retailers, my preliminary makeup research, and my personal experience 
with the brands. For organizational purposes in analyzing my social media audit results, they are 
broken down as follows: small clean brands (Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, NakedPoppy), medium clean 
brands (100% Pure, Beautycounter, RMS Beauty), large clean brands (Pacifica, Burt’s Bees), 
and non-clean brands (Benefit Cosmetics, Loreal Paris). The size breakdown is based on the 
number of followers on Instagram, which I thought would also reflect market share and 
consumer familiarity. 
 To analyze my social media audit and survey, I used six themes: orientation towards 
people and customers, posts with “clean beauty-related” content, overall grid tone, account 
engagement, the accuracy of “clean” portrayal, and optimization – what accounts did the best job 
in conveying a clean beauty mission. My overall evaluation of these ten brands will come from 
my analysis via social media audit and responses from my survey. 
 
Social Media Audit  
I conducted my social media audit from November 2 to November 30. I examined each 
Instagram account on the Monday beginning every week around 4 pm. I started the audit on the 
same day of the week at the same time for consistency in case certain brands had a particular 
posting schedule. However, the week of November 16 I conducted the audit on Wednesday, 
November 18. 
For each brand, I viewed and screenshotted the grid only – the nine pictures that are 
available when you first click on the page. I did not consider captions, tagged locations, the 
second or third image in a series, scenes in a video post, or comment content when determining 
if a post (one image of the 9 displayed) fell into one of the themes listed above. I did keep track 
of likes, comments, and posts per week to evaluate the account engagement theme. 
Each week I filled out a spreadsheet with the following elements: percentage of posts featuring 
people, graphics about ingredients or a product fact, showing a product or a product being used, 
a natural image or nature, awareness of a social issue, awareness of an environmental issue, and 
shopping posts instead of a regular post. I categorized each of these elements as a percentage 
because I evaluated the first nine images each time and I wanted to see the proportion of 
category within the grid. Some posts within a grid could fit into more than one of the elements 
listed above. For example, if a post showed a product in the foreground with a forest in the 
background, that would fit into the “featuring a product” and “natural image” categories. I used 
my spreadsheet with these seven elements to later apply the six themes of orientation towards 
people and customers, posts with “clean beauty-related” content, overall grid tone, the accuracy 
of “clean” portrayal, account engagement, and optimization. 
Percentage of posts featuring people (customers, users, models): This element was used 
because makeup is a consumer-oriented industry. Makeup is a visual product and consumers can 
be more educated and convinced to purchase if they can see what it looks like on someone else. 
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Having people on a feed can also make the brand and its products seem more personable and 
customer-oriented. 
Percentage of posts a featuring graphic about an ingredient or fact about a product: This 
element was used because clean beauty emphasizes better ingredients and elimination of bad 
ones. I wanted to see if companies were having posts dedicated to one of the major factors that 
set them apart from others. If a person were to look at a grid and see a clear dedicated post (in the 
graphic itself, not a caption or comment) that may give an immediate indication that the 
company is a clean beauty company. 
Percentage of posts featuring a product itself or being used (swatches, image of a 
product, product application): This element was chosen because makeup is visual and it 
connects with consumers when they can see what it looks like on another person or how another 
person applies it, such as in a still image or video. Some products are also best seen as a swatch 
(the color swiped on the back of a hand, forearm, or another surface outside of the packaging) to 
see more of its contents. Logically, a makeup company would have posts of its products to 
display its packaging, formula, and colors. 
Percentage of posts featuring nature or natural object in either the foreground or 
background of a picture (leaves, vines, flowers, animals, water, sunshine, soil, other plant life, 
and anything deemed as coming from nature): This element was chosen because clean beauty is 
also associated with caring for nature and the environment. Clean beauty is not necessarily 
synonymous with natural, vegan, organic, cruelty-free, and other common terms that indicate 
eco-friendliness. However, a nature-related image either in the foreground or background of a 
post can evoke a feeling of eco-friendliness and the usage of environmentally friendly 
ingredients and packaging. I was curious to see if clean companies tie in the other element of true 
clean beauty, which is caring about the environment, in a subtle way to evoke the previously 
listed feelings in consumers. 
Percentage of posts featuring awareness of a social issue: This element was chosen 
because true clean beauty brands attempt to educate their consumers about clean beauty and its 
importance in consumer health and ethics. Additionally, based on my previous experience, 
smaller, more “indie” brands tend to post content on social awareness issues such as women’s 
rights, race and ethnicity issues, supporting small businesses, and more. To me, it added to the 
legitimacy of their mission as a company. I was curious to see if companies that also posted this 
kind of content seemed more legitimate in their clean beauty mission as conveyed by their grid. 
Percentage of posts featuring awareness of an environmental issue (recycling, pollution, 
caring for the ocean): This element was chosen because true clean beauty is associated with 
caring for nature and the environment. This category is a more explicit proclamation of clean 
beauty and its relationship to the environment when compared to the category of “natural 
objects”. This category is important because true clean beauty does take a stance on this and has 
efforts to actively help the environment in the production of safe ingredients, sustainable 
packaging, and recycling efforts. Many of the companies in the audit that are clean have some 
sort of effort relating to this, whether it’s a recycling program, a sustainable office, luxury & 
refillable packaging, or other sustainable efforts. It would seem very important to post content 
that clearly conveys this. 
Percentage of posts that allow customers to shop: In my personal experience, bigger 
companies who have a bigger customer base have more shopping posts in comparison to non-
shopping posts. I wanted to see if companies who promote more shopping promote less of a 
clean beauty mission.   
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Social Media Survey 
I secondly evaluated the makeup companies with a Qualtrics survey. I distributed the 
survey via GroupMe, text, and email to organizations I am a part of on campus. My target 
audience for respondents was college students at the University of Arkansas because I wanted to 
gather data on Gen Z’s perspective. There was no particular focus on distributing it to female or 
male students. 
The survey is set up to gather data on the respondent’s familiarity with the makeup 
brands listed above: 100% Pure, Beautycounter, Benefit Cosmetics, Burt’s Bees, Kjaer Weis, 
Lilah B, Loreal Paris, NakedPoppy, RMS Beauty, and Pacifica. The survey first gauges how 
participants feel about their impact on the environment using the Perceived Consumer 
Effectiveness Scale. It then assesses their general familiarity with all of the brands. Respondents 
then select one brand they are most familiar with and one they are least familiar with, followed 
by questions about the Instagram grids of those two companies. The Instagram grids shown were 
all taken the same week and were analyzed in the social media audit. The respondents do not 
know that the two grids they see are on those two companies, but they may if they are familiar 
with the brand’s Instagram. 
I set up the survey in this manner for a few reasons. Participants who are not optimistic 
about the impact they can have on the environment will likely have less knowledge of clean 
beauty brands and may thus have different responses than those who are familiar with clean 
beauty. This question also determines if this is an important issue to Gen Z consumers, and I 
wanted to see how these responses correlate with their perceptions of the Instagram grids. In 
asking participants what brand they are most familiar with, I expect answers to commonly be 
Benefit Cosmetics, Burt’s Bees, Loreal Paris, and maybe Pacifica because these are all more 
prominent brands sold in retailers such as Target and Sephora. In asking participants what brand 
they are least familiar with, I expect answers to commonly to be 100% Pure, Beautycounter, 
Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, NakedPoppy, and RMS Beauty. Some of these brands are sold at retailers 
such as Sephora and Nordstrom but are less prominent, while others are independent brands not 
sold at retailers. Because I see responses split in this way, all of the brands will likely have at 


















SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT FINDINGS 
Introduction 
In analyzing the findings from my social media audit, I will be using the previously 
mentioned themes of orientation towards people and customers, posts with “clean beauty -
related” content, overall grid tone, account engagement, the accuracy of “clean” portrayal, and 
optimization – what accounts did the best job in conveying a clean beauty mission.  
For organizational purposes in analyzing my social media audit results, they are broken 
down as follows: small clean brands (Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, NakedPoppy), medium clean brands 
(100% Pure, Beautycounter, RMS Beauty), large clean brands (Pacifica, Burt’s Bees), and non-
clean brands (Benefit Cosmetics, Loreal Paris). The size breakdown is based on number of 




Before conducting my audit, I paid very little attention to the Instagrams of the selected 
companies so I would be able to form predictions for my audit. Below I briefly explain my pre-
audit expectations for each theme, beginning with optimization, who I expected to have the best 
Instagram grid. 
Optimization - Overall, the companies I have the highest expectations for are 
NakedPoppy, Burt’s Bees, and Beautycounter. I expect NakedPoppy to overall do the 
best job and post the most explicit clean-related content because of their standards as 
listed on their website and because they appear to have niche knowledge of the clean 
beauty industry. Burt’s Bees is a large drugstore brand that has had a well-known long-
standing commitment to the environment and quality ingredients. Because of their wide 
reach and prominent presence in drugstores, I expect a well-curated grid that clearly 
conveys their products and their efforts to have responsible ingredients and packaging. In 
my preliminary research, I did not expect to be impressed by Beautycounter, but they 
have very extensive standards and environmentally friendly efforts that are very clearly 
explained on their website. Because of this prominence on its website and multiple 
mentions in beauty articles, I expect its Instagram to also be impressive and oriented 
around clean beauty.  
People Orientation – I don’t expect there to be many differences between all the 
companies in terms of how often they feature people in a post. Makeup is designed to be 
displayed and demonstrated, so, naturally, people would be highlighted. I do hope that 
there is a good balance between the number of people and posts that directly show the 
company’s clean beauty mission. This should be true regardless of if the company is 
clean or not.   
Clean Beauty Content – I selected the brands above because of their prominence in 
retailers and mentions in my preliminary research. I expect all of them to post content 
that explicitly shows clean content or content that evokes an impression of clean beauty. 
Because the small and medium brands are more niche and are not sold in mega-retailers 
such as Target, I expect them to post this content more. I also expect the small and 
medium companies to post more of this content because of their seemingly “special 
knowledge” and intentional production of clean beauty products. NakedPoppy, for 
example, was created with the intention of being the highest caliber of clean beauty, 
while clean beauty may be more of an afterthought for a big brand like Pacifica, whose 
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focus is on vegan and cruelty-free products while also reaching the masses. I don’t expect 
the non-clean companies to have any clean content. 
Overall Grid Tone – I don’t have an overall expectation for tone except that I expect it to 
vary between companies. I know Kjaer Weis, for example, is a more luxurious brand, so I 
expect its Instagram to have that tone, whereas Benefit Cosmetics (which is not a clean 
company) has fun, pastel packaging, and an almost retro look, so I expect that to be 
conveyed. The purpose of this category is to see if there is a common tone with the best 
clean companies. 
Account Engagement – I expect larger accounts to post more than smaller accounts, but I 
would expect all companies to post at least five times a week because social media is 
increasingly becoming important in reaching customers. I do think the small companies 
will post a lot to appear like a bigger company and keep up with the giants like Benefit 
and Loreal.  
Accuracy of Portrayal – I expect all of the clean companies to immediately give an 
accurate impression that they are a clean brand and produce clean products. I do think 
they will go about it in different ways, whatever best fits their brand image and product 
selection. I also expect the non-clean companies to accurately portray themselves as non-
clean companies.  
 
Results Overview 
Below, Chart 2A: Overall Social Media Audit Findings gives an overview of the overall 
findings of my social media audit. The light blue section represents the small clean brands, the 
yellow represents the medium clean brands, the green represents the large clean brands, and the 
orange represents the non-clean brands. Each brand also has its number of followers listed. This 
number is based on the last day I conducted the audit, and it may not reflect the current number 
of followers. Each row contains a company and its results, while each column is one of the six 
themes. 
In the people-orientation theme, I indicated what types of people the Instagram account 
featured: models, influencers, normal people, etc. The clean beauty content column reflects the 
overall percentage of clean beauty content, which includes posts containing an image of nature, 
natural objects, or an environmental awareness graphic. The overall grid tone describes the 
overall tone of the Instagram account’s grids and color scheme. For accurate clean portrayal, 
each brand is rated on a scale from “no accuracy” to “high accuracy”, depending on how well the 
brand overall portrayed itself as a clean brand from its Instagram grid. Account engagement 
reflects the level of engagement towards its followers as measured by posts per week, and 
optimization indicates what company did the best job in its category of small, medium, or large. 
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Theme 1: Orientation Towards People 
This theme is analyzed based on the percentage of posts featuring a person in the 
foreground or background. The person may be using a product, wearing a product, or is simply 
present in a photo or video thumbnail. Below, Chart 2B: Orientation Towards People provides a 
snapshot of the number of posts featuring people. It includes the percentage of posts (number 
featuring people divided by nine) and the kind of people that were primarily featured. This is 
aggregate data based on each week in the month of November, hence a range of percentages. The 
range is not necessarily an accurate reflection of content each week, rather, it illustrates the 
lowest percentage of clean posts by any one account (0%), and the highest by any one account in 
the category.  
 
Small Companies 
13.5K – 102K 
Medium Companies 
265K – 427K 
Large Companies 
474K – 597K 
Non-Clean 
Companies 
9 Million – 10.1 
Million 
11.11% - 44.44% of posts 
Models & Influencers 
22.22% - 55.56% 
Customers & Influencers 
11.11% - 33.33% 
Customers & Influencers 
33.33% - 77.78% 
Prominent Social 




For small clean companies, the percentage of posts hovered around 33%, with that 
amount varying week to week and between companies. The people in the posts appear to be 
influencer partners or professional models. For NakedPoppy and Kjaer Weis, the founder was 
pictured one time. I would have expected a smaller, grassroots company to feature people who 
looked more like every day, ordinary consumers to reflect their smaller yet perhaps loyal 
customer base. 
For medium clean companies, the percentage of posts also hovered around 33%, with that 
amount varying week to week and between companies. There was a bigger divide in this 
category. RMS Beauty exclusively used (what appeared to be) professional models who wore the 
makeup or applied it. 100% Pure and Beautycounter, on the other hand, used more photos of 
ordinary customers and influencers using the products.  
For large clean companies, the percentage had a variation of 11% of posts to 33% of 
posts featuring a person. For most weeks, Pacifica’s posts featuring people outnumbered Burt’s 
Bees. Both accounts tended to show people who appeared to be ordinary customers or smaller 
influencers. Burt’s Bees on occasion had models for more of its promotional posts. 
The non-clean companies had a very high percentage of posts featuring people, often 
hovering around the 33-55% mark week to week. Benefit very consistently showed people 
wearing and using its products and had a higher percentage of posts than Loreal Paris did. 
Loreal’s percentage seemed to vary based on what the brand was doing – they would post around 
20 times a week and do different pushes for products about every 10 posts. As a result, 
sometimes their first nine images contained almost 70% people, and other times, none. Loreal 
tended to use models and celebrity influencers in its posts, while Benefit used well-known 
beauty influencers. 
Overall, all brands consistently have at least some posts that feature people who may be 
using the product or demonstrating the final use of a product. For more luxury brands they are 
models, and for others they are ordinary users. There is variation in the number of posts featuring 
people among brands, who those people are, and what they are doing, but all brands have them 
Chart 2B: Orientation Towards People 
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present. Some brands don’t post very often so the people featured are the same week to week. 
All of the brands I studied clearly understood the importance of showing a person using a 
product because makeup is very visual. I did expect some brands to have a bigger focus on using 
smaller influencers or ordinary people shown on their Instagram page to connect with more 
everyday consumers. However, I also understand that using professional models and prominent 
influencers also boosts the recognition and legitimacy of a brand, and ultimately, it is a business 
account.  
 
Theme 2: Clean Beauty Content 
This theme is analyzed based on posts that explicitly contain information on the 
company’s clean beauty mission or posts that evoke a similar feeling. Chart 2C: Clean Beauty 
Content provides a snapshot of the percentage of posts featuring information about ingredients 
through an image or graphic, containing an image of a natural object, and posts about 
environmental awareness. The ingredients category reflects any post that obviously informs the 
viewer about clean ingredients in its products through a picture or textual graphic. The image of 
a natural object can be the presence of a natural object either in the foreground or background of 
a photo, including but not limited to: leaves, sunshine, pumpkins, flowers, animals, the sky, and 
water. The environmental awareness category is any post that obviously communicates 
environmental awareness through an image or a graphic, including but not limited to: recycling, 
reusable packaging, saving the ocean or helping pollution.  
This is aggregate data based on each week in November, hence a range of percentages. 
The range is not necessarily an accurate reflection of content each week, rather, it illustrates the 
lowest percentage of clean posts by any one account (0%) and the highest by any one account in 
the category. Below, I will be combining these categories to describe each brand’s overall “clean 
beauty content” evaluation.  
 
 
For small clean companies, there was a shockingly low percentage of posts containing 
clean beauty content. Each week, the average percentage for each company was 0-11% or 0-1 
posts. Kjaer Weis and Lilah B each had several posts across the audit that looked “natural” or 
explained the ingredients in its products. NakedPoppy had very few posts overall, yet the 
percentage of clean beauty content posts remained consistent because they posted very rarely. 
 Small Companies 
13.5K – 102K 
Medium Companies 
265K – 427K 
Large Companies 
474K – 597K 
Non-Clean 
Companies 
9 Million – 
10.1 Million 
Percentage of posts 
featuring a product 
ingredient image or 
fact graphic 
 
0% – 33.33% 
 
0% - 11.11% 
 
0% - 22.22% 
 
0% 
Percentage of posts 
containing an 





0% - 33.33% 
 
0% - 33.33% 
 
0% - 11% 





0% – 11.11% 
 
0% - 11.11% 
 
0% - 11.11% 
 
0% - 44.44% 
Chart 2C: Clean Beauty Content 
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NakedPoppy posted very seldomly but its content did contain more information on products and 
ingredient facts than did the other two companies, which accounts for the range of 0 – 33.33% in 
the ingredient category.  
The medium and large clean companies also had a very low percentage of clean beauty 
content. RMS Beauty in particular had zero posts relating to clean beauty or conveying a tone of 
clean beauty. 100% Pure, Beautycounter, and Burt’s Bees consistently had at least one clean 
beauty content post every week, while Pacifica would post several sporadically every few weeks.   
The non-clean companies for the most part had zero posts relating to clean beauty. 
Benefit posted zero throughout my entire audit – their posts were confined to demonstrating, 
featuring, or promoting their products. This is unsurprising because Benefit is not a clean 
company and places emphasis on how to use their products and other features. The first week of 
my audit, Loreal had a short stint where almost all of their posts on their grid featured 
information about their recycling efforts. Because clean beauty also emphasizes environmental 
friendliness, this would be considered clean “environmental awareness” content.  
All of the brands had a shockingly low number of posts relating to their clean beauty 
mission. Such posts theoretically would include information about their ingredients, their 
environmental efforts/environmental awareness, what they believe, etc as shown by my 
designated categories. Many companies had a few posts each week with natural and nature-
related images in the foreground or background to evoke a sense of a “natural image”. At most, 
there was maybe one post (out of the first nine shown) per account per week that said anything 
explicitly about clean beauty. When examining the websites of these companies, it was very 
obvious that they were committed to clean beauty – they have strict ingredient lists, offer 
reusable packaging or a recycling program, and appeared to be committed to sharing their 
knowledge. However, that was not conveyed explicitly in any of the posts in their first nine 
images, which was unexpected. In examining each account’s grid, I was also actively searching 
for information and any indicator that these brands were clean, but it would appear that the 
ordinary consumer may not see the same things and therefore, not associate the brands with the 
clean beauty movement.  
 
Theme 3: Overall Grid Tone 
This theme is analyzed based on the overall evoked feeling, or tone, of each brand’s 
Instagram grid. It also includes the color schemes of each grid because it contributes to the tone. 
For the small clean companies, there was similarity in the evoked tones, yet wide variety 
in the color schemes. Kjaer Weis and Lilah B consistently evoked a sleek and luxurious vibe, 
while NakedPoppy strayed more towards a playful and informal tone. Lilah B had the widest 
range of tone, sometimes encompassing a playful and warm feel similar to NakedPoppy. As for 
color scheme, all the Instagram grids predominately had a color scheme of white and bright 
accents, with Kjaer Weis exhibiting the boldest colors. Lilah B had more neutral and earthy 
accents, while NakedPoppy leaned more pastel. Of all the Instagram accounts, NakedPoppy 
seemed to be the least curated in terms of a cohesive feel. 
For the medium clean companies, the themes and color schemes of the accounts were 
very similar. 100% Pure, Beautycounter, and RMS Beauty all evoked tones that were warm, 
relatable, playful, and eco-chic. RMS Beauty emphasized sleekness and luxuriousness over eco-
chicness, which was also evident in their white, bright, and bold color scheme that emphasized 
sleek colors and packaging. 100% Pure and Beautycounter also utilized a bright color scheme, 
emphasizing colors themselves instead of a white background with pops of color, like RMS. 
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100% Pure did not have a very curated grid in comparison to Beautycounter and RMS, which 
further evoked a relatable tone, because most people don’t have a uniform grid. 
Both of the large clean companies, Burt’s Bees and Pacifica consistently gave off warm 
and relatable tones towards the viewer of the grid. This may be in part to the fact that they are 
both drugstore brands that are sold at a variety of retailers. While Burt’s Bees tended to take a 
more eco-chic feel, Pacifica occasionally added a more whimsical feel. Both exhibited a white 
and pastel color scheme, with both showing a wide range of colors depending on the week. 
Pacifica tended to lean more cool-toned, while Burt’s Bees was a mix of colors that leaned 
warm-toned. 
The non-clean companies stuck out from the clean beauty companies in terms of tone. 
While the tones of clean beauty companies leaned luxurious, relatable, eco-chic, and others 
depending on the brand, Benefit and Loreal are bold, playful, promotional, and sassy. Loreal had 
the widest range of color schemes due to frequent posting and promotion of different products, 
while Benefit consistently uses bold and warm-toned colors.  
The overall tone between all of the companies varied widely. Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, and 
RMS emphasize an overall tone of sleekness and luxury, which is consistent with the images and 
language portrayed on their websites. Both have bold accent colors with white and black simple 
backgrounds. In a sense, the color schemes may give a consumer the sense that it is a clean brand 
due to white being a crisp and clean color. There is also a degree of simplicity to the overall feel 
of their Instagrams, which may correlate to clean in some consumers’ minds. These brands seem 
to emphasize luxury and quality on their Instagram pages and websites more than they 
emphasize their status as a “clean brand”.  This may be due to their customer bases caring more 
about the high-end quality of the products more than the ingredient and environmental impact. 
To its customers, the “clean” element may just be a bonus, and that was conveyed in the tone of 
their Instagrams. 
100% Pure, Pacifica, and Beautycounter all had tones that were relatable, playful, warm, 
and eco-chic. Their primary and accent colors are bright, inviting, and friendly, which is also 
consistent with their websites. The biggest difference in tone between these brands’ Instagram 
and website is that the website has a much more prominent promotion of their “cleanness”. 
Burt’s Bees also followed this trend, although they took on a more promotional tone towards the 
end of my audit. None of these clean brands immediately gave off a tone that could be described 
as “clean” or “natural”, although some had an “eco-chic” tone. In comparison to the brands 
above, they did, however, give off a stronger (albeit still weak) tone that could be associated with 
a clean or environmentally conscious brand.  
On some weeks, some brands posted content that gave the grid an informational tone. 
NakedPoppy was similar to 100% Pure, Pacifica, Burt’s Bees, and Beautycounter in the sense 
that it had a playful tone, but it had much more posts that were informational and relatable in 
nature. Beautycounter varied on having an informational tone week-to-week. This was striking to 
me because a true clean beauty brand should also teach its customers about the importance of 
clean beauty and clean products. The founder of NakedPoppy was actually the one who 
explained this criteria in my preliminary research, so it makes sense that NakedPoppy’s 
Instagram would also contain informational content. However, although both of these accounts 
did give off an informational tone at times, the information itself was not about clean beauty (for 





Theme 4: Engagement and Posting 
This theme is analyzed based on each account’s engagement towards its followers as measured 
by posts per week. Below, Chart 2D: Engagement and Posting is a summary of the posts per 
week based on company size. As shown in the table, there is not a key pattern between the 
number of followers and posts per week.  
Small Companies 
13.5K – 102K 
Medium Companies 
265K – 427K 
Large Companies 
474K – 597K 
Non-Clean Companies 
9 Million – 10.1 Million 
 
1 – 17 posts 
 
3 – 15 posts 
 
1 – 16 posts  
9 – 34 posts 
 
 
For all of the companies, engagement with followers (posts per week) appeared to be 
somewhat directly related to the number of followers for non-clean companies. For example, 
Benefit Cosmetics had just over 10 million followers at the time of the audit, and they would 
post upwards of 25 posts per week. However, for the clean companies, there wasn’t as evident of 
a pattern. For example, 100% Pure (265K) and RMS (290K), only posted 3-4 times a week 
despite having followers over 250K. They were outshined by Lilah B (92K) and Kjaer Weis 
(102K) who had a relatively high number of posts per week, ranging 10-13 posts despite a much 
lower number of followers. NakedPoppy had the lowest number of followers (13.5K) and posted 
only 1-3 times per week, and there were times when Burt’s Bees (597K) only posted once a 
week.  
The findings for the non-clean companies were not surprising, but the results for the 
clean companies were. There was much variation in the number of followers and number of 
posts per week. Benefit Cosmetics and Loreal had the most posts per week because they had the 
most followers, but among the clean companies, two of the highest posting companies were 
actually small in size. The medium companies tended to post even less than the small ones 
(Beautycounter, however, would still often post around 10 time a week.). Of the large 
companies, Pacifica (474K) consistently posted much more often than Burt’s Bees. I would have 
expected all companies to post more than they did, and I was very surprised to see that Burt’s 
Bees, a large and prominent brand, only posted 1-2 times some weeks.  
 
Theme 5: Accuracy of Clean Portrayal  
This theme is analyzed based on how accurately a company portrayed itself as a clean 
company. High accuracy would be best described as a company that is very obviously clean –
consistent and concrete content illustrating their clean ingredients, environmental efforts, and 
product offerings, in addition to evoked feelings of eco-friendliness and care towards customers. 
No accuracy would best be described as a clean company that gives no evidence as to their clean 
beauty mission both in concrete posted content and evoked feelings. In evaluating this theme, I 
am taking into consideration all of the previous themes. 
All of the clean beauty brands, regardless of size, had fair to no accuracy in the portrayal 
of themselves as a clean beauty brand. Fair to no accuracy in this case means that they did a fair 
job or no job at all in how they presented themselves as a clean beauty company. This selection 
of companies was chosen because of their obvious clean efforts as indicated by their websites, 
and for some, certifications at retailers. However, for almost all of them, I would not know 
whatsoever that the company/brand produced clean products – those with good-for-you 
Chart 2D: Engagement and Posting 
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ingredients and have eco-friendly ingredients and packaging – therefore, no accuracy. This 
assessment mainly stems from the low amount of consistent clean content. Some companies did 
consistently evoke relatable, warm, and eco-chic tones, which makes their brand appear very 
consumer-friendly, but it did not necessarily make them appear as a solid clean brand. 
As for the non-clean brands, they had high accuracy in their portrayal for the most part. 
They are not “clean” companies, and their overall grids accurately reflected that fact. However, 
Loreal Paris had one week where they posted almost half of their images about recycling and 
caring for the planet. This effort was very evident from the content of the pictures in the grid. 
Clean companies are known for their recycling efforts and easily recyclable or reusable 
packaging. Although many companies are increasing their recycling efforts, Loreal Paris is not a 
clean brand. If a consumer were to just look at their Instagram page on the day I did when I 
conducted my audit, they may be led into thinking that Loreal also has clean ingredients and has 
attained the overall status of a clean brand. For that week in my audit, Loreal would have low 
accuracy in its portrayal because it may mislead customers into thinking that it is a clean brand 
when it is in fact not.  
 
Theme 6: Optimization 
This theme is analyzed based on the previous themes, primarily clean beauty content, 
overall tone, and accuracy of portrayal. Optimization can best be described as what 
company/companies do the best overall job at portraying itself as a clean beauty company. 
Optimization will be determined for each category (small, medium, large) and then overall based 
on a holistic review of each brand.  
In the small clean company category, none of the companies overwhelmingly did the best 
job due to lack of content and evocative feelings of “clean beauty”. Kjaer Weis occasionally 
posted about its ingredients but it very much emphasized its luxuriousness over its status as a 
clean beauty company. Perhaps this is because they are sold in higher-end retailers and that is 
their audience. This is constant with their overall tone of luxuriousness and sleekness, as well as 
consistent content featuring the formula and look of their products. In this category, Lilah B 
overall did the best job and had the highest optimization. Although overall their clean content 
was minimal, it was consistent in posting images that had natural objects in the foreground or 
background that evoked a feeling of environmental friendliness. Their grid also primarily had 
colors of white and earthy tones, which also evoked a feeling of crispness and cleanliness. 
Although Lilah B’s overall tone was often sleek and luxurious, similar to Kjaer Weis, I also felt 
that it overall was much more effective in its portrayal as a clean brand.  
The medium clean company category had similar performance. 100% Pure overall posted 
some images that had natural objects with some frequency and had some images relating to 
environmental awareness. However, the Instagram didn’t appear very curated. RMS beauty 
posted no content related to clean beauty whatsoever and emphasized the luxuriousness of their 
products, similar to Kjaer Weis. This is consistent with the primary tones of sleek, bold, and 
luxurious, as well as photo emphasis on the luxurious qualities of its products. Beautycounter 
somewhat consistently had posts of natural objects, and social awareness and environmental 
awareness occasionally. Its posts have white backgrounds with a few bright-colored accents 
which somewhat conveyed a sense of crispness and cleanness. In this category, Beautycounter 
had the highest optimization, although it is close to 100% Pure. Beautycounter’s posts relating to 
ingredient quality and nature were more obvious and more explicit, and its overall color scheme 
and tone conveyed a better sense of clean beauty. 
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In the large clean company category, both Burt’s Bees achieved consistent posts of 
natural objects and conveyed eco-chic, relatable, and inviting tones. Burt’s Bees did not post 
very much in comparison to Pacifica yet still did a decent job displaying its products with a good 
balance of graphics on social awareness and natural images. However, Pacifica posted more and 
achieved a better balance of posting images of natural objects, social awareness, and 
environmental awareness. Although their clean content wasn’t a significant amount, they did the 




Although I was able to analyze individual themes and the optimization across all the 
brands, I was overall surprised and somewhat disappointed. Most of my expectations were not 
met. Some themes were easy to evaluate, such as posts with people and posts per week. 
However, as expected, clean beauty content, theme, and optimization were more abstract and 
subjective. All of the companies clearly had an established tone and personality, displayed their 
products, and used their Instagrams as one may expect a company to. But I was not expecting to 
have to search and really scrutinize each grid for evidence of it belonging to a clean company, 
and I had to for all of them.  
Optimization - Overall, Pacifica had the highest optimization across all categories, with 
Beautycounter, Lilah B, and 100% Pure also worthy of mention. I selected Pacifica as the 
brand that did the best job because it did the clearest job of presenting itself as a clean 
company. Almost every week it had some graphic relating to recycling, ocean awareness, 
and its ingredients. It also had the most of these graphics in comparison to other brands. 
The images of Pacifica’s products also clearly showed the name of the product, which 
were named after nature, such as “seafoam” and “coconut milk”. Beautycounter and 
100% Pure also had graphics explicitly relating to clean beauty and had natural images. 
Lilah B, while it didn’t have explicit information about clean beauty in its grid content, 
did the best job in the small category and its color scheme and tone evoked a sense of 
clean beauty.  
The brand I was most disappointed by was NakedPoppy because its founder, 
Jaleh, has been interviewed many times on clean beauty and has been a source in my 
research. Their business model is also to curate a clean makeup and skincare regimen for 
its customers – and it has extremely strict guidelines for what it produces as its own brand 
and what other products it carries as a retailer. Its whole mission is clean beauty, and it 
takes a very powerful stance on its website and the interviews that Jaleh has done. 
Besides the name and occasional content on products and their uses, its Instagram does 
not appear much different than companies that are not clean. 
People Orientation – As expected, the differences between the companies were generally 
small. What I didn’t take into account was that each account varied on the types of people 
featured. It does make sense that bigger brands such as Benefit and Loreal would use 
celebrity and social media celebrity influencers, and that smaller companies use smaller 
influencers or ordinary customers. 
Clean Beauty Content – The amount of clean beauty content was few and far between, 
which I did not predict. Oftentimes, I really had to look for clean beauty content, and it 
would not be evident with a short glance. Week to week, maybe three of the eight clean 
companies had a single post relating to clean beauty – whether implicit or explicit. I did 
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expect the small and medium brands to post more because of their niche expertise, but 
there was little variation between companies. The non-clean companies for the most part 
did not post clean content, but Loreal did post about recycling one week, which I did not 
expect. 
Overall Grid Tone – Each company had a different tone that showcased their 
personalities. A commonality I did not expect is that each company that was best in its 
category had a tone of relatability and warmth.  
Account Engagement – The only expectation that held true was that the large accounts 
(Loreal and Benefit) would post more than other accounts. They posted drastically more 
than all the other accounts. There didn’t seem to be a relationship between optimization 
and how many times a company posted. I did think that there was a possibility of smaller 
companies posting more than five times a week to match the bigger companies, but this 
was only sporadically. All companies, on average, posted more than five times a week, 
but surprisingly, the small and large companies sometimes posted as little as one time a 
week. Posting quantity seemed to coincide more with product promotions and appeared 
unrelated to pushes on the clean beauty concept. 
Accuracy of Portrayal – I was also very disappointed and surprised with how accurately 
companies portrayed themselves. Like the optimization theme, this took into account all 
elements of each brands’ Instagram grids week to week. I expected that I would know 
immediately that a company was clean beauty solely based on the content and overall 
look of a grid. As stated previously, I had to scour each page for evidence of clean beauty 
(some weeks it was more evident than others), which indicated low to fair accuracy of 
portrayal. All companies presented themselves in a fashion that made sense for a makeup 

























SOCIAL MEDIA SURVEY FINDINGS 
Introduction 
In analyzing the findings from my survey, I will be using the previously mentioned 
themes of orientation towards people and customers, posts with “clean beauty-related” content, 
overall grid tone, account engagement, the accuracy of “clean” portrayal, and optimization – 
what accounts did the best job in conveying a clean beauty mission. However, these results will 
not be based on my personal findings, but on the perceptions of the 155 survey respondents. 
My survey results will be organized in the same way as my social media audit: small clean 
brands (Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, NakedPoppy), medium clean brands (100% Pure, Beautycounter, 
RMS Beauty), large clean brands (Pacifica, Burt’s Bees), and non-clean brands (Benefit 
Cosmetics, Loreal Paris).  
Although I will be analyzing the survey based on these themes and organize it by 
company size, the themes are not explicit in the questions. Overall, the design of the survey was 
to have respondents gauge what brands they are familiar with, and based on that familiarity, look 
at an Instagram grid for their most and least familiar brands. In looking at the grid, they 
answered questions about their perception of the brand – what they thought made the brand 
appear to be “clean”, and what appeared to make it “not clean”.  
Below I have a short breakdown of where the questions fit within each theme.  
 
Section 1 – Brand Familiarity, 5 questions 
Respondents were asked questions about their belief on environmental impact, perception of 
cleanliness for one brand, and familiarity. They rated their degree of familiarity for all of the 
tested brands and selected one they were most familiar with and one they were least familiar 
with.  
Themes: These questions cover the perception of engagement and accuracy of “clean” portrayal. 
 
Section 2 – Brand Beliefs, 2 questions 
Respondents were asked to rate statements regarding the least familiar brand and the most 
familiar brand they selected. These statements were asked before they saw an Instagram grid of 
the same companies. Statements included: the brand cares about the environment, the brand uses 
quality ingredients, the brand uses sustainable packaging, etc. The rating of these statements may 
have been dependent on the respondent’s prior knowledge of the brand or evoked feelings from 
the brand name.  
Themes: These questions cover the accuracy of portrayal because respondents rate the degree to 
which each brand presents itself as a clean brand either through previous knowledge or evoked 
feelings from the name and idea of the brand. 
 
Section 3 – Brand Specific, 4 questions 
Respondents were shown an Instagram grid for both the brand they selected as most familiar and 
the brand they selected as least familiar (for a total of 8 questions). Participants were asked the 
same rating question as stated above. They were also asked to rate how clean the company was 
on a strongly disagree – strongly agree scale, and asked about purchase intentions on the same 
scale. Participants were then asked the reasoning for why they did or did not think it was a clean 
brand, with reasons including the color of the grid, pictures contained text that did/not conveyed 
a clean beauty message, pictures of nature or natural objects did/not convey a clean beauty 
message, people are using the product in a way that conveys clean beauty, and more. 
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Themes: Accuracy of clean portrayal through the rating of agreement with clean beauty 
characteristics, optimization through rating if it’s an overall clean brand, people-orientation 
through reasoning statements, clean beauty content through reasoning statements, and tone 
through reasoning statements (color and pictures conveying a feeling).  
 
Pre-Survey Expectations 
Because I analyzed my survey data after conducting my audit, my expectations will be 
stated with my audit results in mind. Much of my expectations are based on my previous 
knowledge and perceptions of these brands in combination with my audit results. Overall, I did 
expect some brands to have more responses than others due to their degree of 
familiarity/unfamiliarity with respondents.  
Optimization – My audit revealed that Pacifica, Beautycounter, Lilah B and 100% Pure 
did the best job overall due to their clearest communication of their mission. I expect the 
survey respondents to recognize the same things for Pacifica and Beautycounter because 
they are bigger, more well-known, brands. I do think that overall, the biggest brands will 
be perceived as the cleanest, which also includes Burt’s Bees, Loreal, and Benefit 
Cosmetics. These companies are in a lot of retailers, have a significant online presence, 
and have a wide reach. They also have excellent PR and overall a positive perception 
from consumers. Because of this, I think that these companies will have the most 
respondents answer questions about them. The responses will be shown as positive 
through respondents indicating “slightly agree” to “strongly agree” on statements where 
they rate the company’s “clean-ness”.  
People Orientation – My audit revealed that all the companies used people to display and 
promote their products, as expected. For me, a person present in content was not a sole 
determinant in my perception of the company as a clean company. I expect that this will 
not be a major reason that respondents view a company as clean or not. This will be 
shown in the questions asking for reasoning for the clean/not clean perception – there will 
be few responses for the statement “People are/not using the products in a way that 
conveys the product is a clean product”.  
Clean Beauty Content – My audit revealed that overall, specific clean beauty content 
was few and far between. In conducting my audit, I knew that clean beauty content would 
be a major determinant for me in deciding if a company is clean. I expect that survey 
respondents will notice this as well and it will be a significant reason for them perceiving 
a company as clean or not. This will be shown in the questions asking for reasoning for 
the clean/not clean perception – there will be many responses for the statement “Pictures 
did/not contain text that conveyed a clean beauty message”, depending on if the grid did 
or did not have a textual image.   
Overall Grid Tone – My audit revealed that all of the companies had different tones, in 
part mirrored by their chosen color scheme. I expect the color scheme will not be a major 
determinant in a respondent viewing a company as clean or not. This will be shown in the 
questions asking for reasoning for the clean/not clean perception – there will be few 
responses for the statement “Color of the grid”.  
Account Engagement – My audit revealed that larger accounts posted more than smaller 
ones, and that they had more followers. I think this theme will have a major impact on the 
responses, although it will have more of an indirect effect. Because I am asking people to 
view grids on companies they are familiar with, I think that the largest brands will have 
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the most responses due to their reach. I also think that because these companies have 
many points of engagement outside of social media, they will have an overall positive 
perception by respondents. This may manifest itself in participants believing that a 
company uses good ingredients, has sustainable packaging, and other “good things”, 
when it may not. I think that the larger companies will have more positive ratings 
(“agree” statements) compared to smaller companies due to that previous knowledge.  
Accuracy of Portrayal – In my audit, I was surprised that clean beauty companies did not 
do the best job accurately portraying themselves as a clean company. I think this will also 
manifest itself in the survey by respondents rating them as more neutral or even towards 
disagree on the questions that ask them to rate clean beauty statements on that company 
(sections 2 and 3). I think that the larger companies may be positively skewed in the same 
questions due to their outreach and positive PR, regardless of if they are clean or not. 
Because of this, I expect the questions that evaluate accuracy of portrayal to be a 
significant determinant in overall perception and optimization. 
 
Theme 1: Orientation Towards People 
This theme was determined by an answer option present in two questions for each company. The 
questions asked: What factors make you believe this is/is not a clean beauty brand? The answer 
choice for this theme is: 
• “People are/not using the product in a way that conveys it’s a clean product”.  
In formulating this question, my intention was for this to encompass content that showed 
people either actively using the product (applying it) or passively using the product (ex: showing 
a makeup look or swatch on a face). In the questions listed above, there were eight choices that 
participants could select as their reasoning for believing the company was or was not clean. Only 
one of the eight statements pertains to the orientation towards people theme because I did not 
believe that this theme would be a major determinant in seeing if a company is believably clean 
from its Instagram grid. 
For the small and medium clean companies, usage of the products by a person was a 
contributing factor to the perception of “clean-ness”, but it was not the primary or secondary 
reason. Rather, it was a third or fourth reason. This was to be expected because usage of the 
product has a more abstract application in perception if a brand is clean. Overall, it was also not a 
top-three detractor for clean perception for most of the companies, which may show that it is not 
a factor that most people consider when viewing an Instagram grid.  
However, for some of the small and medium brands (100% Pure, Lilah B, and NakedPoppy), 
the holistic data showed usage of the product was both a contributor and a detractor from a 
perception of “clean-ness”. This was shown by it being a top 3 contributor and also a top 3 
detractor. This could be due to differing responses from individuals, or it may also reveal that a 
person in a piece of content may create a conflicting image in a consumer’s mind. It was 
surprising to see that for these brands, which are smaller, more niche clean brands, having people 
using the products created a conflicting perception in the overall data when this did not occur for 
other larger brands (Beautycounter, Burt’s Bees) or brands that promote themselves as more 
luxury (Kjaer Weis and RMS). 
Another surprise in the data that I was not expecting (that also occurred for other categories) 
was the performance of the non-clean companies. For Benefit cosmetics, the usage of products 
by people was the third-highest contributor to a perception of clean-ness. This was a surprise 
because Benefit is not listed by any retailer as a clean company, and makes no such claims. The 
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image I imagine influenced this answer is an image of an influencer with scarecrow makeup and 
she is surrounded by autumn leaves and flowers. This data indicates that the everyday consumer 
may make assumptions about a company being clean due to an influencer’s makeup look as well 
as natural objects surrounding them, even when they are not a clean company.  
For some of the grids, as with the companies with conflicting data, just because a person is 
one of the nine images, it doesn’t mean that the image of that person shows the person with a 
product – it may just show a person. This may explain the conflicting effect and also the low to 
moderate contributing factor to the perception of clean-ness. Overall, I was not expecting content 
with people to be a major contributor (top 1 or 2 reasons) to whether people see a company as 
clean or not. This expectation was corroborated by the overall data.  
 
Theme 2: Clean Beauty Content  
This theme was determined by four answer options present in two questions for each company. 
The questions asked: What factors make you believe this is/is not a clean beauty brand? The four 
answer options for this theme are: 
• “Pictures did/not contain text that conveyed a clean beauty message” 
• “Pictures of the products did/not convey a clean beauty message” 
• “Pictures of nature or natural things were/not present that conveyed a clean beauty 
message” 
• “The names of the products in the pictures did/not convey a clean beauty message” 
In formulating these questions, the above statements were designed to apply to content that 
met one or more of the above qualifications. In the questions listed above, there were eight 
choices that participants could select as their reasoning for believing the company was or was not 
clean. Four of the eight statements pertain to the clean beauty content theme because it is the 
theme I believe would be the biggest determinant in seeing if a company is believably clean from 
its Instagram grid. 
Text in Images / Graphics - The primary detractor from perception of clean-ness (for all 
except NakedPoppy and Loreal) was that there were no image graphics with text that 
conveyed a clean beauty message. This was true even when Beautycounter had image 
graphics with text as a top contributor. This data reveals that a clear graphic stating a fact or 
something about clean beauty could be a big indicator of a clean company, as revealed with 
Beautycounter, and lack of majorly affects consumers’ beliefs. These kinds of posts are 
easily visible, understood, and can clearly communicate a brand’s mission on recycling, 
ingredients, and other clean beauty-related characteristics. Another moderate detractor that 
appeared for half of the companies was that the names of the products pictured (if visible) 
were not “clean sounding”. This may indicate that the names of products are more important 
than a company may realize, and that if it is visible, it should have a clean connotation.   
Pictures of Products – A significant contributor to the feeling of clean-ness for many of the 
companies was that pictures of the (clean-formulated) products conveyed a clean beauty 
message. This feeling may have been evoked from the look of the packaging, the coloration, 
if the product was positioned next to a natural object, or more. This is more of an abstract 
measurement. Since this was a top reason for even the non-clean companies, this may 
indicate that the look of the product does not significantly make one brand or product look 
more clean than another.  
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Natural Objects - For all of the companies except Kjaer Weis and NakedPoppy, pictures of 
nature and natural images was the primary or secondary contributor to the reasoning for 
belief that the company was clean. This was unsurprising because true clean companies are 
eco-friendly and may use naturally-derived ingredients. Therefore, the presence of natural 
things in content would easily evoke this feeling upon viewing. This concept is also very 
concrete and easy to see when viewing an Instagram grid, which may also explain why it was 
a significant determinant for survey takers.  
Names of the products – Names of the products were a top two or three detractor for some of 
the companies (Beautycounter, Benefit, Lilah B, NakedPoppy). The results of this question 
pertain to images of products where the name of the product is visible. For many clean 
companies, there is an opportunity to associate a product name with something natural, free 
of bad ingredients, or other associations with the concept of clean beauty. This factor being a 
detractor reveals that consumers actually associate the names of individual products with 
clean beauty as well, and if that’s the only part of a whole brand that they see, it may affect 
their perception – even if it is a small image on an Instagram grid.  
 
The responses were not a surprise to me because when I conducted my audit, images of 
nature or a graphic with clean beauty-related text were things I found to be very clear in 
conveying a clean beauty message. Because this kind of content is very evident and reflective of 
clean beauty, an absence of it would make the brand appear as the opposite. This was my finding 
in my audit – that this content was few and far between for all of the accounts, and therefore, 
none of them were stand-out clean companies. I expected the respondents to recognize the same 
thing, and the overall data revealed that they did.  
I was not expecting the names of the products to have an effect at all, much less a detractor. 
This could have been luck of the draw – some companies just didn’t have the best names for 
products, and these were the ones that happened to be pictured – or, that’s something that 
consumers actually consider when deciding between brands and products. These results did 
further emphasize, however, that some people scrutinize the smallest details of a brand when 
forming an opinion or perception of them. Every part of a brand has to match up with the image 
of clean beauty, right down to the names of products.  
 
Theme 3: Overall Grid Tone 
This theme was determined by an answer option present in two questions for each company. The 
questions asked: What factors make you believe this is/is not a clean beauty brand? 
• The color of the grid 
In formulating this question, my intention was for this to encompass the entire grid’s tone as 
revealed through color scheme. In my audit, for example, I found that the companies who 
emphasized luxuriousness on their websites (Kjaer Weis and RMS) also conveyed this tone on 
their Instagrams through bold colors and light, bright backgrounds. In contrast, the companies 
with more playful and relatable tones had a wider range of colors that leaned more pastel. In the 
questions listed above, there were eight choices that participants could select as their reasoning 
for believing the company was or was not clean. Only one of the eight statements pertain to the 
overall grid tone theme because I did not believe that this theme would be a major determinant in 
seeing if a company is believably clean from its Instagram grid.  
I did not find tone to be a significant variable in my audit, so I did not expect it to be for the 
survey respondents. Overall, color was not a top three contributor or detractor to the belief if 
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whether a company was clean or not, even though it was the first answer to the questions in this 
section. This reveals that survey takers were carefully and selecting all of the answer choices, 
and not just selecting the first few. This also reveals that the respondents, who are representative 
of everyday consumers, search for concrete posts and content to get a feel for a company based 
on their Instagram. In my audit I was looking for tone to see if there was a pattern because that 
was part of my research, but overall, to an ordinary person, they are not looking at the abstract 
characteristics of a grid.  
 
Theme 4: Engagement and Posting 
This theme was determined by a series of questions at the beginning of the survey. These 
questions were asked before participants were asked to view an Instagram grid. The questions 
asked: 
• “Please view the list of brands below and select your degree of familiarity with each 
brand. (Familiarity may include: have purchased, have heard of the name, have seen their 
products online or in-store, etc.) You may select more than one answer.” 
• “We are going to ask you a series of questions about one brand. Which brand are you 
MOST familiar with?” 
• “We are going to ask you a series of questions about one brand. Which brand are you 
LEAST familiar with?” 
In formulating these questions, I wanted to gauge each respondent’s familiarity with the 
selected brands. The familiarity if each brand would be influenced by the company’s engagement 
via social media & PR, availability in retailers, advertising in and out of store, and previous 
purchases.  
Most familiar brands - As expected, the two largest companies by Instagram followers, 
Benefit Cosmetics and Loreal Paris, were among the most familiar companies to respondents. 
These two companies are also widely sold in high-end retailers such as Sephora, Ulta, 
Nordstrom, Dillard’s, and more. They are also not known clean companies and are well-
established, whereas the clean movement is a newer phenomenon. Burt’s Bees was also 
expected to be widely selected because it is sold at a lower price point in nearly every major 
retailer, including: Target, Walmart, CVS Pharmacy, Walgreens, and more. These three 
companies have the widest reach out of all of the companies in my study, and Benefit and 
Loreal were found to have the highest engagement in my social media audit. Although Burt’s 
Bees didn’t have as high of engagement in terms of posts, they are still in the large clean 
category and have a large number of followers. Its price point also makes it very appealing to 
college students, which is my tested demographic, which can also explain its familiarity. Out 
of these three brands, “I have never heard of this brand” was selected only for Benefit, with a 
rate of 14%. There was a purchase pattern of 38%-73%, with Burt’s Bees having the highest 
responses – 73% of survey takers had purchased Burt’s Bees at least once, Loreal had 56.5%, 
and Benefit had 38%. Chart 3A: Most Familiar Brands illustrates that Burt’s Bees, Loreal 






Least familiar brands - Also as expected, the companies with the least amount of 
familiarity were the clean brands in the small and medium category. This was expected 
because of their small Instagram follower size and presence in fewer retailers, which 
results in a smaller reach. I was expecting this number to be more evenly split, but I 
imagine that Kjaer Weis is unfamiliar due to its luxurious price point and foreign-
sounding name. Lilah B and RMS Beauty are sold in Sephora, so there is a wider 
exposure for them. NakedPoppy and 100% Pure are not sold in any prominent retailers to 
my knowledge, which would also explain the unfamiliarity. In addition, when asked to 
rate their familiarity, 68-72% of respondents said they had “never heard of the brand” 
(the percentage varying per brand). Only NakedPoppy had been purchased before, by a 
total of 3 people. The other brands had not been purchased, but 2-6% of respondents said 
they had been exposed to an ad or seen it in-store. Overall, the smaller and medium-sized 
brands, except for Beautycounter, have had little to no reach or interaction with college-
aged consumers. Below, Chart 3B: Least Familiar Brands shows what brands were 
unfamiliar to respondents, with Kjaer Weis being the most unfamiliar. 
 
 
Theme 5: Accuracy of Clean Portrayal 
This theme was determined by three questions at the beginning of the survey and one question 
asked after the participant viewed the Instagram grid. The questions asked: 
• “Which brand do you perceive as the MOST clean? This is not based on reality - you 
don't have to know the brand - but what is your perception based on the name and 
reputation?” 
• Please rate how strongly you believe the following characteristics about the brand (asked 
for most familiar, least familiar, and for each grid viewed) 
o The brand cares about the environment 
o The brand uses quality ingredients in its products 
o The brand uses sustainable or reusable packaging 
o The brand uses safe ingredients in its products 
o The brand teaches its consumers about its efforts to use safe ingredients and help 
the environment  
• Please indicate whether you agree with the following two statements 
Chart 3A: Most Familiar Brands 
Chart 3B: Least Familiar Brands 
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o Clean beauty brands are ones that eliminate harmful ingredients and are non-toxic 
to your health and the environment. Overall, would you rate this brand as a “clean 
beauty brand?” 
o I would purchase this brand 
Perception of most clean but not based on reality - For the first question, 100% Pure was by far 
the brand that was perceived as the most clean based on name and reputation alone. This is 
unsurprising because the name heavily suggests a major characteristic of clean beauty – free of 
harmful ingredients. This was interesting as well, however, because it was not a brand that 
people were “most familiar with”- rather, it had a lot of responses for “least familiar with”. 
Burt’s Bees, although not a close second, was by far the second most clean brand. This is likely 
due to its well-known presence in stores, nature-oriented packaging and promotion, and the name 
itself. These are the two brands I would have expected to be perceived as clean based on name 
and reputation alone due to their names. These results show that the brand name does have an 
influence in consumers’ minds even if they have never encountered the brand. Below, Chart 3C: 
Perception of Most Clean (Not Reality-Based) shows that 100% Pure and Burt’s Bees were 




Evaluation of Accuracy - The evaluation of accuracy will be primarily determined from the 
second style of question (rating brand characteristics), which as stated, was presented twice 
before viewing any grid and then twice again, one per grid. This was implemented so that I could 
see if there was a change in perception before and after the grid. High accuracy would be deemed 
as responses leaning towards “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree” for each of the five 
characteristics, especially for questions relating directly to the Instagram grid. I will also be 
paying attention to if the scores improve in the before perception and after perception. In the pre-
grid evaluation, there was not an explicit question asking respondents if they would evaluate a 
company as “clean”, so my assessment is based on the average of the five characteristics. For 
example, if there is a fairly equal number of “somewhat agree” and “somewhat disagree” ratings, 
the average would be “averaged neutral”. If it is mentioned that a brand had a high score, that is 
equivalent to agreement, and if low, disagreement.  
 
Small Clean Companies - For the small clean brands, they were all selected as brands that 
respondents were “least familiar with”, with differing numbers of responses per brand. For all the 
brands (Kjaer Weis, Lilah B, and NakedPoppy), each of the five characteristics had an average 
score of “neutral or don’t know” before viewing the grid. This is not surprising considering that 
respondents were not familiar with these brands and therefore had a neutral or no opinion about 
the clean characteristics of the brand. These overall perceptions remained the same for Kjaer 
Weis and Lilah B even after respondents viewed the grids, although perceptions leaned towards 
“somewhat agree” for quality and safe ingredients. The average clean brand score for these 
brands was “neutral”. Out of this category NakedPoppy surprisingly had the highest degree of 
accuracy, having an average clean brand score of “agree”, with its highest categories also 
Chart 3C: Perception of Most Clean (Not Reality-Based) 
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relating to the ingredients. This assessment is also in part from it improving its score from 
“neutral” to “agree”. I was not particularly impressed by any of these brands in my audit, so I am 
not surprised that for the most part, the results are the same. The results show that overall, these 
companies did not accurately present themselves as the clean beauty companies they are.  
Medium Clean Companies - For the medium clean companies, 100% Pure and RMS Beauty had 
an average score of “neutral or don’t know” for all five characteristics pre- and post-grid – 
showing that the perception of each brand didn’t really change. 100% Pure did have an average 
of “somewhat agree” for the statements about quality and safe ingredients, but for the other 
categories the balance of agree and disagree was fairly even, resulting in an overall neutral score. 
Beautycounter, however, is a more well-known brand, and had a pre-grid average of “agree” 
across all five categories, and ended with an overall clean score of “somewhat to strongly agree”. 
Although Beautycounter most accurately portrayed itself as clean both via its grid and its 
established reputation, I found it interesting that although the average scores were “agree”, there 
were more responses that were “somewhat disagree” in all of the categories for the post-grid 
evaluation. This individual data shows that for some consumers, the Instagram actually did not 
live up to their expectations of the brand (considering that Beautycounter was most commonly 
selected as a “most familiar brand”, and therefore, people familiar with the brand viewed the 
grid).  
Large Clean Companies - In the large clean company category, Pacifica did not receive any 
responses, so it cannot be evaluated. Burt’s Bees, however, somewhat accurately portrayed itself 
as the clean company that it is. Before viewing Burt’s Bees’ Instagram, respondents had an 
average response of “agree” in that Burt’s Bees cares for the environment, has quality 
ingredients, and uses safe ingredients. These responses remained the same post-grid, and Burt’s 
Bees achieved an overall clean score of “somewhat agree”. Therefore, Burt’s Bees somewhat 
accurately portrayed itself as clean both in its Instagram grid and its reputation.  
Non-Clean Companies - I was particularly interested in the non-clean category because I 
discovered in my audit that Loreal Paris’s Instagram alluded to it being a clean company when it 
wasn’t. Respondents rated Benefit Cosmetics both pre-and post-grid as “disagree to neutral” on 
whether it was a clean company. Because there wasn’t a polarization towards “strongly agree” 
for many of the clean companies, this was unsurprising. Loreal’s results, however, were 
perplexing in that after viewing its Instagram grid, respondents gave more positive ratings in 
each of the five categories. Before viewing Loreal’s grid, respondents gave it ratings of “disagree 
to neutral” across the five categories. However, after viewing the grid, respondents rated each 
category as neutral to strongly agree, depending on the category. When asked if it was a clean 
brand, the average was “somewhat to strongly agree”. These perceptions matched with mine 
from the social media audit – Loreal’s posts at that time were very recycling and nature-oriented, 
which gave the impression that it was a clean brand. As a result, Loreal had low accuracy of 
portrayal and is perhaps misleading. Although Loreal probably does recycle and is being more 
thoughtful in its ingredients, it is not rated as clean for any of its products at any retailer (at the 
time of my research). This shift towards perception in Loreal being a clean brand reveals that an 
Instagram grid is capable of shifting a consumer’s perception of a brand’s values, and specific 
content does give a specific impression – even if it is not congruent with the company as a 
whole.  
After reviewing all of the data holistically, it appears that NakedPoppy, Beautycounter, 
and Burt’s Bees were most accurate in portraying themselves as a clean brand. Beautycounter 
and Burt’s Bees had help from their previously established reputations, while NakedPoppy’s 
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boost in ratings and overall positive impression in each category after viewing its grid helped 
define its portrayal as accurate. However, none of the companies had a definite overall rating of 
“strongly agree” for any of the categories and also for the agreement if it is a clean brand. This 
goes to show that while some companies certainly did better than others, there was not an across-
the-board perception of “this brand is, without a doubt, accurately representing itself as a clean 
brand”.  
 
Theme 6: Optimization 
This theme was determined by one question asked after the participant viewed the Instagram 
grid. This question was asked before respondents gave justifications for why they believed the 
company to be clean or not. The questions asked: 
• Please indicate whether you agree with the following two statements 
o Clean beauty brands are ones that eliminate harmful ingredients and are nontoxic 
to your health and the environment. Overall, would you rate this brand as a “clean 
beauty brand?” 
o I would purchase this brand 
Although I touched on the overall clean score for each brand in the previous section, it 
will be covered again here in more detail. Optimization will be based on the rating for “clean-
ness” with consideration for purchase intent. Purchase intent will be less of a factor because 
some respondents may not have an interest in purchasing makeup, purchase price is not taken 
into account, purchase intent may not be based on clean beauty, and for other reasons beyond the 
scope of this study. The rating for “clean-ness” will be based on the average sentiment as 
gathered from responses to the clean question in the survey. For example, if responses were 
primarily “strongly agree” and “somewhat agree”, with a fairly even split between the two, the 
score would be “somewhat strongly agree”. 
 
 
As shown by Chart 3D: Overall Clean Ratings above, respondents, on average, somewhat-
strongly agreed that Beautycounter and Burt’s Bees are clean beauty companies. This would 
indicate that, overall, these companies achieved the highest optimization – the best job. They 
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Chart 3D: Overall Clean Ratings 
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also have the same overall purchase intent score. When further examining the data, 11.11% of 
respondents “somewhat disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” that Beautycounter was a clean 
brand, whereas only 4.34% voted the same for Burt’s Bees. These numbers were gathered from 
the post-grid data. Based on that, it could be argued that overall, Burt’s Bees had the highest 
optimization. Beautycounter was agreed to be a clean beauty brand across all categories pre-grid, 
but actually scored lower post-grid. Burt’s Bees’ Instagram also had a more prominent effect on 
its perception – pre-grid, there were mixed opinions on the clean beauty categories as follows: 
• The brand cares about the environment: neutral - agree 
• The brand uses quality ingredients in its products: somewhat – strongly agree 
• The brand uses sustainable or reusable packaging: disagree – neutral  
• The brand uses safe ingredients in its products: somewhat - strongly agree 
• The brand teaches its consumers about its efforts to use safe ingredients and help the 
environment: neutral 
However, viewing the Instagram grid caused respondents to improve and change their perception 
as follows:  
• The brand cares about the environment: somewhat – strongly agree 
• The brand uses quality ingredients in its products: somewhat – strongly agree 
• The brand uses sustainable or reusable packaging: disagree – neutral  
• The brand uses safe ingredients in its products: somewhat - strongly agree 
• The brand teaches its consumers about its efforts to use safe ingredients and help the 
environment: neutral – agree 
 
Post-Survey Evaluation 
The survey results revealed that many of the respondents had similar views as I did upon 
conducting my audit.  
Optimization – My audit revealed that Pacifica, Beautycounter, Lilah B and 100% Pure 
did the best job overall due to their clearest communication of their mission. 
Beautycounter was also recognized by respondents as a clean company, but Burt’s Bees 
replaced Pacifica. Pacifica, surprisingly, had no responses, likely because it is not a brand 
that is extremely well-known nor unheard of. Burt’s Bees, on the other hand, is well-
known and has paved the way for more natural brands, so it is unsurprising that it was 
seen as the most clean by respondents.  Loreal, as predicted, had high clean scores due to 
the selective content on its grid. Burt’s Bees, Loreal, and Benefit Cosmetics also had the 
most respondents answer questions about them.  
People Orientation – As expected, a person present in content was not a major reason 
that respondents viewed a company as clean or not. I was expecting it to be a contributor 
to clean perception if anything, but for some companies, it ended up being a detractor. 
This was a factor I paid attention to in my audit because I was conducting an in-depth 
analysis. Survey takers likely were not paying attention to patterns and asking themselves 
the same questions I was. 
Clean Beauty Content – Respondents noticed the same things I did when I conducted my 
audit. For nearly all the companies, natural objects, clean beauty text, and the names of 
products were all selected as reasoning in seeing a company as clean. Lack of this content 
resulted in respondents not viewing a company as such. The most common detractor was 
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lack of textual graphics/images. It was selected for nearly every company, even when it 
was present in the viewed grid (for example, Beautycounter). 
Overall Grid Tone – Grid tone, as shown by “color of the grid” responses, had very little 
impact.  
Account Engagement – Benefit, Burt’s Bees, and Loreal were considered to be the most 
well-known companies, as expected. They are all present in a large number of large 
retailers and have a large number of followers on Instagram. These companies also, 
overall, had positive perceptions when evaluating the five characteristics, as predicted. 
This could be due to numerous factors, but is likely because of the prominence of these 
brands, and the familiarity causes a positive association.  
Accuracy of Portrayal – Similar to my audit, the clean companies overall did not portray 
themselves 100% accurately as clean companies. The respondents viewed them neutrally 
– not obviously a clean company, and not non-clean. This was expected because I did not 
find there to be a drastic difference between clean companies and non in my audit, and I 
didn’t find that clean companies expressed themselves with the same accuracy via 
Instagram as they did on their websites. Loreal was not seen to portray itself accurately as 

































Social Media Survey 
One limitation of my survey is that not every respondent can answer questions on every 
single brand. This is the case because the survey would take 20-30 minutes to complete if they 
answered every single question. This limitation resulted in some brands receiving more 
responses (ie Burt’s Bees had 47 responses and Pacifica had zero responses). The perception of 
the brands that received more responses is therefore more thorough and allowed me to get a more 
accurate feel for the perceptions of the respondents. Some brands received drastically less 
responses, so my ability to evaluate data varied between each company. 
Another limitation related to response time is that because many of my survey questions 
are similar in structure and language, respondents may have skimmed through the questions and 
not given a proper thoughtful answer. For some questions, participants answered one element of 
the question and left the other response blank. Survey respondents are also subject to response 
bias, where they answer what they think I want to hear, which may have been prevalent in 
results.  
The difference in responses is also influenced by another limitation, which is that survey 
respondents have different exposures to the beauty industry, and those with more knowledge 
may have skewed the results unintentionally. For example, Burt’s Bees is a well-known brand 
regardless of one’s exposure to the beauty industry, and it is generally perceived positively by 
consumers. The smaller brands, like NakedPoppy and Lilah B, have less exposure in the market 
and respondents were therefore more indifferent to the brand.  
A last limitation of the survey was that respondents viewed one grid per company at one 
point in time. They did not view one company over time (for example, viewing both the 
November and December grids for a company), which may have affected their perception. I 
noticed after I conducted my audit that there was more clean beauty content posted in the months 
after I did my audit. If survey respondents had seen the changes as well, I may have gathered a 
wider array of data that could have shed more light on consumer perceptions. I also strictly kept 
the survey questions relating to the Instagram grid itself, whereas more insightful data may have 
been gathered if I asked questions about captions or bios. 
 
Social Media Audit 
I find that the biggest limitation in the conduction of the social media audit was that I did 
not examine the Instagram accounts over a longer period of time, such as the course of a year. In 
the short period of time I conducted the audit, I noticed that the tone and content of posts 
changed around holidays and when new products came out, which would have been more 
noticeable over a long period of time. These patterns may have been key predictors of posts of 
clean beauty content that would lead to insights. Even looking back after the time period I 
conducted the audit, I saw different styles of posts relating to clean beauty that were not there 
when I did my audit. A more holistic picture could have been gathered if I had examined the 
Instagram grids for a longer period of time, or if I had considered more than the first nine images 
every time I did my audit. In addition, my study was limited to the photos in the grid itself, not 
the captions and biography of the brand. For many of the brands, the captions and biography 
contained information on the clean beauty mission, but the images did not.  
In addition, my own perceptions and evaluations are subject to bias. If another person 
conducted the audit, it is possible that they would place different pictures in different categories. 
Although I referenced relevant sources to choose what brands to audit, my own knowledge also 
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influenced the brand selection, when there could have been a more optimal pick of companies. A 
different set of companies may have yielded data with different results. 
A last limitation was a lack of consistency for one of the weeks. I audited each of the ten 
accounts the Monday of each week around 4 in the afternoon. The week of November 16, instead 
of conducting the audit on Monday the 16th, I did it Wednesday, November 18. The 
inconsistency that week may have resulted in me viewing different content than I would have if I 
had done it on Monday, thus altering my perception of each company for that week. Although 




CONCLUSIONS AND BUSINESS IMPLICATIONS 
Personal Conclusions Through Research 
Multiple Approaches - A significant conclusion I have reached in my research is the importance 
of having multiple approaches to gather data and research a topic. My social media audit, survey, 
and preliminary research brought multiple perspectives in my study. This allowed me to examine 
viewpoints other than my own and gain a deeper, more thorough understanding of the different 
elements in my topic. This finding is important because it allowed me to further explore my 
research topic and add to the credibility of my results. 
Consistency - A second finding in my research is the understanding that consistency is key for 
accurate data. This was crucial in both my survey and social media audit. In my survey, each 
question for each company was written exactly the same, only changing the name of the 
company in the question when necessary. This was so that response bias and variation would be 
minimal. Each grid in the survey was also screenshotted on the same day (November 2), so that 
there would be consistency in time. When conducting my audit, I did so at nearly the same time 
every Monday for five weeks (with the exception of one week). This allowed me to be up-to-date 
with the posting patterns for each company. The consistency in my approach allowed me to be 
confident in the data and minimize any variations that may have resulted from inconsistency.  
Timeline - A final important conclusion I came to personally in this process is the importance of 
setting a timeline that prioritizes lengthy elements first. I was set up for success early on by 
starting my preliminary research in April 2020, which was the most intensive part of this study. I 
then set goals to have this completed early in the fall of 2020, and worked on other elements 
simultaneously. IRB approval I knew would take a lot of time, so I made sure to submit that 
early on while working on other parts of my research while waiting for approval. I then 
immediately sent out my survey to collect data and worked on other parts that did not require 
data while I waited. Forming my timeline in this way allowed me to use my time effectively and 
spend quality time on the different elements of my research. This finding is important because it 
set me up for success and it is something I will implement in the future.  
 
Business and Managerial Implications  
Better Engagement and Content - The first business implication highly relates to smaller, niche 
clean companies that want to emphasize their clean ingredients in their products. Some of the 
companies, Kjaer Weis, for example, emphasized luxuriousness and a high-end price point, so 
this does not apply to them. In my findings from both my audit and survey, it was very clear that 
clean-oriented brands need to have better engagement and explicit clean content. This means that 
they need to post more often and create content such as clean beauty infographics that have facts 
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about their products and clean beauty. My survey and audit revealed that images with text are a 
major contributor and lack of is a major detractor to perception of clean beauty. I expected the 
smaller niche companies, especially NakedPoppy, to very clearly present themselves as clean 
beauty and to post a lot to boost their brand image. My research revealed that if companies do 
that, they will become more prominent in the clean beauty market segment and also with 
consumers. Brands that were popular with consumers, such as Burt’s Bees and Loreal, had 
positive brand perceptions as revealed by my survey, and this could be the case for smaller 
companies as well if they make an effort to post more and boost their presence. The positive 
brand perception for Loreal and Burt’s Bees also resulted in a higher clean perception before 
participants even viewed their grids – they believed this to be true based on the brands’ stellar 
reputations. Posting more clean content can boost the name and reputation of smaller companies 
to where their brand name is strongly and positively associated with clean beauty.  
Social Media Effects - A second major conclusion is that social media does affect consumers’ 
perceptions of a company – and it is the company’s job to accurately portray its mission on 
social media. The example I consider the most when making this conclusion is Loreal Paris. I 
specifically chose a screenshot of their grid from the week where they posted content about 
recycling and environmental friendliness to use in my survey. After viewing the grid, 
respondents were even more convinced that Loreal was a clean brand, even though there were 
more scores indicating that people did not believe they were before viewing the grid (although 
the perception was still overall positive). This goes to show that Instagram does have a 
significant effect on consumer perception of a company. Instagram has the power to portray a 
company in a certain way, even if it is stretching the truth or contrary to a company’s true 
reputation. Consumers and companies need to be aware of this, especially as Instagram becomes 
a more crucial marketing tool.  
The Optimal Grid - After viewing each company’s grids and understanding what makes an 
Instagram convey a clean beauty message, my final conclusion is that an optimal clean Instagram 
grid may look similar to the grids pictured below. These grids contain images from the accounts 
that did the best job across the audit and survey: 100% Pure, Beautycounter, Burt’s Bees, Lilah 
B, and Pacifica. Many of these images were not available during my audit and survey and 
required me to scroll back to previous dates or look at posts that were posted after my audit. This 
goes to show that although the content is not posted as often as I or respondents would have 
liked, it still does exist for the optimal accounts. Below, I have three examples of grids that 
contain exclusively clean beauty content, although realistically it may not be feasible for 
companies to put solely clean content on their Instagrams. The below grids are also not 
specifically curated to each company and do not follow a color or content theme like many 








































































































































FUTURE RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
For anyone wanting to pursue research in this area, I would not encourage them to 
“reinvent the wheel”, so to speak. I would advise someone to find out what their passion is in this 
area, and run with it. Below I have a few ways that a future researcher could build on my 
research based on topics I would have liked to study if I had a broader topic, followed by advice.  
I selected my companies based on my personal knowledge and trade sources. I think 
there are two approaches for future research that could be interesting for study. Firstly, one could 
study the current, trending brands – more and more of which are brands that represent the clean 
movement. The “best” and “most popular” brands are always changing, so future research could 
be done on different brands that are trending at that period in time. A second approach would be 
to focus solely on small, “indie”, niche brands whose commitment to clean, environmentally-
friendly beauty is much greater than mainstream clean brands. This would include brands sold in 
specialty retailers and whose reach is very small. In my research I wanted a wide representation, 
but narrowing down the market segments could be insightful. 
Another topic related to mine that offers a wide array of areas to research is conducting a 
similar study but with clean skincare brands. In my research, I focused on companies who 
produce makeup, although many do skincare as well. Skincare is taking the beauty world by 
storm; some may argue more so than makeup. Consumers are becoming ultra-aware of what they 
are using to cleanse and treat their skin as influencers in this area have become popular on 
platforms such as TikTok. Even if brands aren’t changing their products to be more “clean”, 
brands with quality, dermatologist-approved ingredients are now increasingly becoming sold out 
in retailers. Consumers are now becoming even more educated on the importance of removing 
fragrance, understanding different types of exfoliants, the steps in a routine, and the importance 
of sunscreen. This trend would offer a new scope to clean beauty and clean products.  
If I broadened my research, I would have liked to consider Instagram captions and 
account bios in the analysis for each company. Often, the captions contain insightful information 
on a product or a company’s goal. If a researcher takes a different approach in researching this 
topic, this would be something interesting to consider – maybe an image paired with a caption, or 
including a bio in the overall view of the grid. Realistically, people who take the time examine a 
company’s Instagram will look at a bio or click on a few images and read the captions.  
Lastly, I would advise future researchers to expand the demographic of their study to gain 
a wider range of perspectives and data. I limited my demographic to Gen Z college students, but 
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